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Senator Barry Goldwater, Republican candidate for Presi-
dent of the United States, faced this vast crowd during
his visit to Memphis last week, but less than a handful
of Negroes were scattered in the crowd, which Included
THE NDEINT
MISSISSIPPI
TENNESSEE
ARKANSAS
Merchants Who Advertise In The rn-srgE DEFENDER Are Telling You They
Appreciate Doing Business With You. Patronize Them.
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1964
hundreds of persons from Arkansas and Mississippi, as
well as others from all parts of Tennessee. Veteran news-
men estimated 35.000 in the crowd. See Photo on Page 2).
(MLR Photo).
Few Negroes Attend Goldwater's Rally Here
Senator Barry M. Gold- thatday.
water's reception in Memphis It has been reported that
last Thursday drew an :Lt. Lee will remain loyal to
mated crowd of 35,000 persons 'the party and will possibly
to the platform set up at Riv- campaign for some of the Re-
erside drive, but less than 100 publican candidates seeking
of those who crowded the area offices in Eastern cities.
next to the Post Office were
Negroes.
The only Negroes that came
near the platform on which
the Republican Presidential
•andidate spoke were two
news photographers. There
were no efforts to discourage
non-whites from appearing at
the rally.
But most Negro Memphites
were content to watch the
Arizona aspirant to the White
House on their television
screens.
Lt. George W. Lee, who up
until recently was considered
the top Republican in the
South, and who has generally
turned out to welcome all
GOP candidates to the city in
past years, was absent.
STILL LOYAL •
Contacted at his home
Thursday morning before thc
Senator arrived, Lt. Lee re-
ported that he was ill a n d
would not be leaving the house
Lt. Lee had a prominent
role in the welcoming of form-
er President Dwight D. Eisen-
hower and Candidate Richard
Nixon when they came t9 (ohs
city.
Following Senator Gold-
water's speech, an elderly Ne-
gro woman who had come to
the rally despite her infirmities
was asked during her frequent
Only Four. Negroes In
Phoenix To Support
NEW YORK — Only four
Negroes in Phoenix support
Senator Barry Goldwater for
president, announces G. Benja-
min Brooks, president of the
Maricopa County (Phoenix)
branch of the NAACP in a let-
ter received by the NAACP
National Office here this week.
Brooks recalled that in 1952,
"Negroes supported Goldwa-
•Supreme Court Asked
To Review 'Kneel-In'
Case Of White Minister
WASHINGTON, D. C. —
The U.S. Supreme Court was
today asked to review the case
of a 67-year old white minis-
ter charged with "interfering
with religious worship" as re-
sult of an attempt to attend,
along with Negro companions,
the First Baptist church in
Atlanta, Ga.
Attorneys of the NAACP Le-
gal Defense Fund argue in
their petition that Rev. Ashton
Bryan Jones was convicted un-
der a vague and ambiguous
statute before a judge with
Alp ersonal bias against him.
NW The Supreme Court of Geor-
gia, in upholding Rev. Jones'
conviction, ruled that bias or
prejudice of a judge against a
criminally accused defendant
was not sufficient grounds to
disqualify the judge
Rev. Jones was arrested
June 30, 1963 and Judge Dur-
wood T. Pye, of the Superior
Court of Fulton county sen-
tenced Rev. Jones to the max-
imum misdemeanor sentence.
This consisted of 12 months
on public works, six months
in jail, and a fine of $1,000.
After conviction bail was set
at $20,000.
Rev. Jones remained in jail
nearly six months until the
Georgia Supreme Court lower-
ed his bail to $5,000.
Rev. Jones and his compan-
ions, protesting the First Bap-
tist Church's segregationist
policies, sought admission to
the main auditorium.
Rev. Jones was informed by
an usher that only he could be
admitted since the church's
policy stipulated that "other
than white people" must sit in
the lower, overflow auditori-
um.
Rev. Jones and his party re-
turned to attend the evening
service, but were again exclud-
ed.
The ushers blocked the
church's doors.
Rev. Jones and his party
then moved to the sidewalk
and began to pray. One of the
church's deacons attempted to
kick Rev. Jones as he knelt in
prayer. Rev. Jones was arrest-
ed shortly afterwards.
The Legal Defense Fund pe-
tition was filed by Jack Green-
berg, director counsel, James
M. Nabrit III, and Michael
Meltsner, of the Fund's New
York headquarters.
They were joined by Fund
Cooperating Attorneys Donald
Hollowell and Howard Moore
of Atlanta.
pauses to rest while going
back up hill along side the
Post Office what she thought
about the candidate.
FOR LBJ
"He certainly didn't say any-
thing,' she said, and indicated
that she would cast her vote
for President Lyndon B. John-
son.
Another Negro woman, who
appeared to .be in her seven-
ties, said she still had some
doubts about the President's
sincerity on the Civil Rights
matter and that she did not
know what he would do once
he was elected to a term of
his own in the White House.
Man, 55, Beaten With
Hammer, Then Robbed
By Florida Driver
A Man- A Woman Being
Held In Separate Cases
On 'Assault To Murder'
An elderly man and a teen-
age boy were shot in two
separate incidents which oc-
curred during the weekend.
The victims were William
Edward Sadler, 68, of 3498
Boxtown rd., who was shot in
the chest on Friday in a com-
bination beauty and barber
shop at 579 Mississippi blvd.,
and Michael Dan Harrell, 16,
of 1600 Arkansas ave., who
was struck in the left buttock
by 2 bullets intended for some-
one else on Sunday night.
Insp. H. C. Swann, head of
the Homicide division, said
Sadler went to the establish-
ment operated by Leak Wil-
liams, 64, of 545 Mississippi
blvd., Apt. 2, and asked for
$27 that he claimed was owed
to him for work and material
he had used in some construc-
tion for Williams.
During an argument which
developed over the debt. Sad-
ler reportedly knocked Wil-
4iamistto the floor,
BEAUTICIAN SHOOTS
One of the beauticians, Mrs.
Esther Moore, who lives at
the same address as Williams,
then ran to one of the barber
stands, took a revolver from
it and shot Sadler in the chest
ter's bid for the Senate . . .
in protest against the very bad C
civil rights record of the then ii 
onf 
erence Sept 24-26Senator Ernest W. McFarland
Goldwater won because of, this
support. 1
"He then 'went to Mississip- At LeMoype College ,
pi' and became the reactionary
that he is. So. today we can
only find four Negroes in Phoe-
nix who will support him for
the office he now seeks," stated
Brooks.
In answer to* reports that
Goldwater was once a mem-
ber of the NAACP branch,
Brooks said: "The Maricopa
County Branch of the NAACP
has no record that the junior
Senator from Arizona, Barry
Goldwater, has ever been a
member of the branch. We do,
however, have records which
show that Mr. Goldwater,
along with many other busi-
ness men in Phoenix. did make
a contribution of $400 in be-
half of the Goldwater Depart-
ment store to desegregate the
Phoenix Union High School
district."
The letter further said that
the Arizona Senator "did not
lead in the desegregation of
the airport facilities." Follow-
ing refusal of service to Louis
Jordan, Negro bandleader, and
his wife, a suit was filed. The
matter was settled out of court
in compliance with an anti-
discrimination clause in the
lease signed with the city.
This lease, Brooks pointed
out, "was in force before Mr.
Goldwater became a member
of the Phoenix City Council."
Burglars Bungle
MANCHESTER. England —
(UPI) — Safe-crackers bungled
a job at a branch post office
here. When police arrived at
the settle following a report of
an explosion, they found that
two safes in the post office were
so badly damaged by explo-
sives that they could not be
opened.
Delegates from all parts of
the state will arrive in Mem-
phis on Thursday of this
week from the 18 annual con- The banet speaker • is the
erence of Tennessee NAACP,
branches to be held on the
campus of LeMoyne college
Sept. 24-26.
Here to direct the Ministers'
Conference will be Rev. E. J.
Odom of New York City, na-
tional NAACP church ..t.•‘!...
tary.
Local ministers will conduct
workshops on the general
theme "Crucial Challenges
Facing the Church in Civil
1Rights."
During the same day the
WINS (Women In NAACP,
Service) will also be held. I
Workshops at the three-day
conference will be held on
such subjects as housing, im-
plementation of the 1964 Civil
Rights la w, governmental
program designed to make full
use of Negro manpower, and
political action with emphasis
on voter registration aand get-
ting out the vote.
The conference will conclude
at a Freedom Fund banquet
The Memphis branch of the
NAACP will be hold its regu-
lar menthly meeting on Sun-
day, Sept. 27. at 4 p.m. at Mt.
Olive CME Cathedral.
All members and friends are
invited. The church is located
at the corner of Linden and
Lauderdale.
at 8:30 p.m. Saturday, Sept.
26, with Charles Evers, state
NAACP field secretary for
Mississippi, as guest speaker.
A teacher who retired from
Caldwell School in March of
,this year after teaching in the
Memphis system about 40 years,
Mrs. Lillian Larry Briggs, wa,
buried in Elmwood cemetery
Sunday afternoon, following
last rites at Avery Chapel
AME church with Rev. Peter
Crawford, Rev. Elmer Martin
and Rev. Loyce Patrick offi-
ciating.
Mrs. Briggs of 489 LaClede
St., had been in failing health
about a year before she died
in Collins Chapel hospital Sept
17.
A native of Memphis, she
attended Booker T. Washing- '
ton high school before attend-
ing LeMoyne college, Chicago
university and M. I. College
'n Holly Springs, Miss., where
she was graduated. In 1962 she
was elected 'The Teacher of
the Year" at Caldwell school.
Among survivors are her
husband. Will Briggs, three
sisters, Mrs. Lucille McGruder,
Mrs. Hattie Harrison and Mrs.
Nellie Counts; a brother, Hen-
ry Gaines Larry, a number of
nieces, nephews and cousins.
and he staggered outside.
When police arrived they
found Sadler in front of the
Peacock cafe next door and
had him sent to John Gaston
hospital where he was listed
in fair condition on Monday.
Mrs. Moore has been charg-
ed with assult to murder and
shooting inside the city.
ARGUED ABOUT WOMAN
Young Harrell was on his
way to visit his stepfather,
James Henry at 1616 D Han-
auer, when he was accidental-
ly struck by a bullet fired by
a man shooting at another
man who had cut him in an
argument over a woman.
James Jackson and a Mrs.
Lillie Mae Curry had gone to
visit Willie Elliott at 1621
Hanauer, and when Mrs. Cur-
ry and Elliott began playing
with each other, the two men
got into an argument. The two
went into the street to fight
and Elliott cut Jackson on
the left side of his neck and
on his face and arms.
After he was cut, Jackson
ran to his home at 264 Dison
and got a .22 calibre rifle ahd
returned to Elliot's apaartment
by way of an alley.
Having been warned that
Jackson was coming with a
rifle, Elliott went outside to
investigate.
Jackson fired the rifle, and
the Harrell youth told police
he was knocked down by the
bullet as he heard the gun go
off.
BOTH MEN ARRESTED
Jackson fled the scene, threw
his rifle away, but 'was found
in the general vicinity by po-
lice and arrested. Elliott was
also arrested for his attack
on Jackson.
When Harrell was shot, he
ran back home and police were
then summoned.
The teenage victim was in
John Gaston hospital on Mon-
day and was listed in good
condition.
Jackson has been charged
with assault to murder and
shooting inside the city. Eliott
has been charged with assault
to murder,
Hold Last Rites
For Mrs. Letcher
Funeral services were con-
ducted at Centenary Methodist
church for Mrs. Lena B. Let-
cher at 11 a.m. Tuesday by
Rev. James M. Lawson Jr.,
the pastor and Rev. T. C.
Lightfoot, pastor of Mt. Olive
CME CathedraL
Mrs. Letcher had been a
member of Centenary church
more than 30 years. She died
at John Gaston hospital at 1:-
30 p.m. Sept. 19 after being a
patient at the hospital since
Sept. I.
A daughter of the late Rich-
ard and Maggie Letcher, she
was born here in Memphis and
resided here most of her life.
She was buried in Elmwood
Cemetery.
Survivors include a daugh-
ter. Mrs. Bernice Griffin Dean,
and a great-grandson, Rickey
Griffin Norment.
BLANTYRE, Malawi 
—(UPI)
— Premier Dr. Hastings Ban-
da has publicly accused a for-
mer cabinet minister of trying
to murder him by witchcraft.
Banda recently fired three
ministers on charges they were
involved in a plot with the Chi-
nese Communist embassy in
Tanganyika to gain diulomatic
recognition for the Peking re-
gime in exchange for, a multi-
million dollar bribe of foreign
aid. Four other ministers quit.
REGISTEtt
TO VOTE
FIRST TIME TO REGISTER
Edgar Edwards. left, Urban League Project
director of the Voter Education Project in
Los Angeles, is shown above registering
87-year-old William Brown, a double am-
putee who has never voted in any previous
election. Brown is only one of many such
A 55-year-old sanitation
worker, William Harrel of
262 Maryland, was beaten with
s ball peen hammer and rob-
bed last Friday night by an
unidentified man driving a sta-
tion wagon with Florida license
plates.
The man had driven Harrel
and a Johnny Wilson to his
home on Nonconnah rd. and
was supposed to bring Harrel
back to Third and Crump and
let him out.
Instead, he carried Harrel to
the rear of 807 S. Third at.
and attacked him with the
hammer and placed him in the
rear of the vehicle.
Afterward, the man took his
victim to Third and Carolina
sts., pulled him out of station
wagon, robbed him and set him
on the curb.
While Harrel was being beat-
en with the hammer at the
rear of the South Third st. ad-
dress, two persons were watch-
ing. They followed the rob-
ber and later trailed him to
Germantown.
The vehicle with the Florida
plates ran out of gas in Ger-
mantown and the mysterious
driver got out and abandoned
it.
The witnesses called the
sheriff's office and reported
the crime, and the Memphis
police are seeking the suspect
who was described by the per-
sons who saw the robbery.
Harrel is listed in good con-
dition at John Gaston hospi-
tal.
General Missionary Day will
be observed by the women of
Ford's Chapel AME Zion
church' at 212 W. Mitchell rd.
on Sunday, Sept. 27, in a pro-
gram starting at 2:30 p.m.
Mrs. Mary E. Murphy will
be the guest speaker.
General chairman for the
program is Mrs. Rosa Gipsan.
Mrs. Maggie H. Patterson is
church reporter, and Rev. A.
D. Ballard is•pastor.
Persons who are to
register and vote in this election by the
Urban League officials throughout the
country in the March to the Ballot Box
drive.
DEALERS RECOGNIZE DEFENDER ADS. MORE READERS,
MOREIRESPONSE, MORE RESULTS, MORE SALES.
I brother 
or 
the late Medger
Evers, who served in the same
.office until he was shot and
'killed at his home in Jackson,
Miss., in the summer of 1963.
All interested persons are
invited to attend sessions of
the state conference.
Cuban Exiles Join
Faculty At Rust
Three Cuban exiles are ischools in Cuba, Dr. Avalos
among the eight new faculty will teach in the Rust college
humanities 
DEAN 
diviiion.
FORMER
members added this year 
to1the Rust college faculty in 
Holly Springs, Miss.
The three are Dr. Rosa L.
Ravelo, Dr. Pedro S. Penaran-
da and Dr. Sixto R. Avalos, all
graduates of Havana univer-
sity.
A former public•defenner in
crimnal law before her exile
from Cuba, Dr. Ravelo also
holds doctorates in social sci-
ence and public law and will
teach in the social science di-
A fourth teacher to join the
faculty this fall with a doc-
torate is Dr. Paul C. Chen,
who will serve in the education
division. He has served as pro-
fessor and dean of several col-
leges and universities, which
include the University of the
Philippines, Siliman universi-
ty, Far Eastern university and
the University of Santo To-
mas.
Other new faculty members
vision at Rust. are Mrs. Geneva Reeves, Miss
Dr. Penaranda, who served Patricia Amlin, Miss Alice
as professor and president of Scott and Miss Olive M. Sar-
Northeast university in Hol-
guM, Cuba, will teach in the
division of science and math-
ematics.
ber, all of whom will teach in
the humanities division.
Miss Sarber taught for 20
years at Women's Christian
A Spanish teacher in severallcollege in Madras, India.
Jackson, Miss. (UPI) The Mississippi Freedom
Democratic Party" (FDP) said it w ill attempt t
place five independent Negro candidates on the No-
vember general election' ballot to oppose Mississippi's
incumbent Democratic Congressman
The predominantly Negro — 
group, said it would support a John StennisMississippi official of the Na-
national Association for the Ad The party, twice rejected-
vancement of Colored People official state recognition a nd
(NAACP) to oppose U. S. Sen. under court order to Cease
These two teenagers were among the few
Negroes who welcomed Barry Goldwater
to Memphis, but they are not old enough
activities, said it would attempt
to qualify the five candidates
with the Secretary of State's
office.
National attention was focus-
ed on the biracial political
group of the National Demo-
cratic Convention last month
when it attempted to take dele-
gate the floor.
The NAACP official to oppose
Stennis is Aaron Henry, a
0,n. COCA COL7 "cpc• cot•.• mot —co., ....4,111MO MOO. ..... ImiC71.07.4•08077 .0oucT Of 7. cOCA•COL4 CO ..... 
ii, soe. some classes in civics were
allowed to leave school for the rally. MLR
Photo). (Bee Photo on Page 1).
president of the NAACP.
Henry led the EDP delega-leratti for seas'
lion to Atlantic City and a, The National Democratic
partial victory in challenging!Committee offered to seat two
the regular Mississippi Demo- EDP spokesmen a, "at large
Clarksdale druggist and state delegates." All regular Demo-
cratic delegates woulc have
been seated, provided they sign
a pledge of loyalty '0:i t 1. e na-
tional party.
Most regular Democrats re-
fused to sign the loyalty oath
and walked out of the conven-
tion. The FDP group also re-
jected the compromise.
WHENEVER YOU PAUSE...ENJOY THE PAUSE THAT REFRESHESv
pie that prejudice a n it racial
discrimination are wrong," Fa-
ther Paterson said.
"Popes have condemned it,
Bishops have branded it, Jesus
ridiculed it, yet Catholics high
and low in many areas, con-
tinue to practice it.
"In the North, West and bor-
der states, many who profess
Christianity flee from desegre-
gated neignhoritoods, schools,
clubs and public facilities; they
exploit rental property in the
inner-city, making illegal con-
versions, ignoring fire and sam
itary codes, charging high rents
and making no repairs."
St. Maur's Priory is made up
of 31 Benedictine Monks, 21
white and 10 Negioes.
Organization (C0F0) — which
organized the FDP group —
said the other four Negro inde-
pendents would be:
— Ilarold D. Roby of Tupelo,
opposing Rep. Thomas G.
Abernethy in the 1st district.
— Mrs. Fannie Lou Hamer
of Ruleville opposing Rep.
Jamie Whitten in the 2nd dis-
trict.
— Mrs. Annie Devine of Can-
ton opposing Rep. Arthur Win-
stead in the 4th district.
— Mrs. Victoria Jackson
Gary of Hattiesburg opposing
Rep. William Colmer in the
5th district.
COF0 said no Negro would
be entered in the third district
congressional race, where Rep.
John Bell Williams is unoppos-
ed.
All of the other incumbent
Democrats, except Winstead,
are presently unopposed. The
only Republican candidate,
Prentiss Walker of Mize, is
running against Winstead.
A chancery court injunction
granted at the state's •request
last month forbade FDP leaders
from functioning as party offi-
cials and directed the group not
to use the name "Democratic"
on grounds it infringed on the
regular Mississippi Democrats.
Negro GOP-ers
Vow Hot Time
For Racists
RICHMOND, Va. — (UPI)
Disgruntled Negro Republicans
gathered in this confederate
capital and warned they hoped
to make it uncomfortable for
"racist elements now entering"
the GOP.
At an earlier meeting in Phil-
adelphia, the grdup, known as
the National Negro Rebupli-
can Assembly, declared Negro a
Republicans will not bolt their s
party, but rather than vote for
Sen. Barry Goldwater, they will
not cast presidential ballots.
rN
they could be comfortable," tx
Reynolds said.
The assembly was an out-
growth of the San Francisco  
nominating convention, said
John Clay of Philadelphia, who
was named executive director  
of the organization.
Georgia G. Fleming of East
Orange, N.J., president of the Ii
assembly, said one of its goals  
was to "create a new atmos-
phere within the framework of
the Republican party that will
make it unmistakably clear
that the Negro citizen is need-
ed, wanted and welcome."
At a two-day session here, I
Grant Reynolds, a White Plains
N.Y. Attorney said the GOP
was aiming for oblivion if p
"east-off Democrats, repudiated w
Digiecrats, segregrtionists, ra. D
dats and exponents of hate and a
bias "were granted leadership g
roles in the party. A
The Republican party recent- d
ly welcomed Us its fold Sen. t
Strom Thurmond, a former
South Carolina Democrat, who
also was once a Dixiecrat presi-
dential candidate. .
"It is deplorable to even think
that the racist elements now
entering the Republican party
should even presume to believe
Fashion Show
The BRA organization at
Walker Memorial Christian
church, 453 Flyn Rd.. has made
plans to sponsor a fashion
show Sunday, Sept. 27 from 4
to it p m
.inntuunnuminummesinumnseniiiiiiinniiinninumnnmoonnemsmsnioniuniumni
ALBANY, N. Y. 
—(UPI) --
"There has been tar too much
talk alaaut better race relations
and too little action," the Negro
head of an interracial Roman
Catholic m konasiy said.
The rlev. Bernaein Paterson,
0. S. B., a cousin of fornv-Ir
heavy weight boxing champion
Floyd Paterson and one of Mt,
few Negro priors in the worid
is head of St. Maur's priory in
South Lnioia, K;. He delivered By ROSEMARIE TYLER BROOKS
the sermon at a mass officisted Washington Corx.spondent
as TN Most Rev. William
emiiy, bishop of she 
AlbanyDioc 
etiiiiiiiiiiillillialinieltaillinutinuailtinumiliumillell111111M11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
to l'nee. of US needs to tell Pu0-1 Dirk 
Key Democrats and Republicans fighting the
sen rider (attached to the foreign aid bill, which
means foreign aid will be held up) lost to the anti- t
Supreme Court forces in a close contest, 42-40.
What really hurt was that those in favor of the
one - man. one vote (Dirks.
aid other con fives ar
against this) Supreme Cour
8-1 decision which means th
states will have to re-appor
tion, found that LBJ was n
help.
All 40 of the votes wer
marshalled with no help fro
the President; Humphrey de
serves credit for the las
minute switch by Arizon
Democrat Carl Hayden.
At this juncture, Labor is in
favor of the reapportionment
because they suffer at the
hands of rural legislatures.
Civil rights groups are in
favor of re
-apportionment as
this could net more Negro legi-
slators; an upset in this de-
cision could mean upsetting
other decisions which has
helped the civil rights move-
ment.
Big city mayors are in favor
because of the under-repre-
sentation of the cities and the
suburbs as the present appor-
tionment is overwhelmingly in
favor of rural representation.
No doubt, the "one-man,
one vote" decision is more im-
portant to the Negro tnan
public accommodations which
means nothing unless you have
the money to enter such pub-
lic places.
Key Democrats opposing the
Dir%sen rider — halts action
on the Supreme Court decision
for three years hence, giving
conservative forces time to
lobby .in both Houses for a
2/3 vote to overthrow the
court decision—are Proxmire,
Douglass, Nelson, Hart, Mc.
Namara, Morse. Neuberger,
Clark, Anderson.
Key Republicans who feel
the Supreme Court should not
be over-ruled are Javits.
Kuchd, and Cu..
White House busy setting up
the delegation to Northern
Rhodesia, to be called Zambia
after the independence. Set
for October some names float-
ing about are New York law-
yer Barbara Watson, sister to
Judge "Ski:" Watson: Geral-
dine Woods, Delta prexy, and
Hobart Taylor, Sr.
•
MAJOR MEMO S: Frank
Stanley, publisher of Louis-
ville Defender turned down 8-
week Selection Board stint at
State Dept. for personal and
business reasons . . . young
Phil Sorenson of Nebraska
(brother to top USIA aide, and
Ted the former Kennedy
speech writer) running for At-
torney-General . . . Humphrey
finances will reveal him to be
poor boy: 2 houses, a drug
tore and about $40-50,000 in
lecture fees . . . Howard Robin-
son. now in Geneva as a labor
ep will join State Dept. as
abor advisor at a GS-18 grad.
• • •
SEPT. EVENTS: Adam
owell Day in Harlem this
eekend . . . Chicago Daily
efender Editor Chuck Stone
top speaker for Sept. 24 Ne-
ro Leadership Conference on
frica in D. C. . . . Dr. An.
raw Slimmer writing a chap-
er for a Phelps-Stokes publi-
ation: "Negro in the National
Economy" . . Norman H111.
ex-CORE man now with IUD
(headed by Jack Conway) will
work witth CORM; voting
egistration campaign: after
ovember he will handle more
han Negro problems. . ,White
o us • staffers requesting
sts of Latinos employed by
• the administration . . . Miles
I College appealing for funds for
• a science building to the tune
of $300,000. See L. H. Pitts for
o more information . . . Sen.
Sam Ervin has offered to
e campaign with Sen. Humphrey
m throughout North Carolina.
• • •
t ORCHID TO: Rep. Adam C.
Powell, who deserves having a
day in Harlem devoted to him,
if for no more than the legi-
slation h i s
Education and
Labor Com-
mittee produc-
ed this year
causing the
President
to call the 88th
Congress the
"Education
Congress."
His commit-
tee produced Adam Powell
the following: Juvenile Delin-
quency Act, Poverty Bill, Vo-
cational Educational Act, Man-
power Development and Train-
ing, Higher Education Act,
National Defense Education
Act, Equal Opportunities for
Women (equal pay for equal
work), General Education Act,
and Practical Nurses Training
Extension Act.
Three Washington women —
Mrs. Thomas Counts., Miss
Cleomine Lewis, a n d Miss
Marie Barksdale — sat in the
living room of a famous top
executive and launched a
scheme called Nationwide
Non -Partisan Friendship
Chain, which has as its goal
50,000 registered voters for the
November election.
Some Key women in states.
with large metropolitan votes
have been contacted: Ann
Perry and Gwendolyn Jones of
New York; Noma Newell of
Detroit; Esmardda Hawkins
fo Rocky Mount, N. C.; Vir-
ginia Lawrence of San Fran-
cisco, Charlotte Lewis of Ber-
keley, California; Doyle
Roundtres of D. C. and Doro-
thy Sanders of Milwaukee.
The gimmick? The old prya-
mid game is being re-activat-
ed, this time with the help
of the Christmas card list.
Key women send 100 letters
o friends asking them to con-
act 10 other people who will
contact 10 more and so on.
BILOXI, Miss. — (UPI) — A
Mississippi sheriff went before
a federal grand jury saying he
could not understand why he
was called as a witness in Its
Investigation of the slaying of
three civil rights workers this
summer near Philadelphia,
Miss.
U.S. District Judr... Sidney
Mize charged the jury to inves-
tigate the murders, but did not
specifically mention the case.
He read three sections of the
United State Code which Pro-
hibit conspiracy to violate the
civil rights of any citizen.
Neshoba County (Philadel-
phia) Sheriff Lawrence Rainey
told newsmen "I don't have any
idea what they want to know.
I just got a subpoena and I am
here." Rainey was Di: first wit-
ness to go before the grand
jury in closed session.
Starts Sat. Sept. 26
One Big Week
FRANKIE AVALON • ANNETTE FUNICELLOSTARRING Iiiatiugg?Azar
, AMERiCAN INT ..... IONAL COLOR
01964-American International pictures
Know Your Negro History, 1:2-'111`
In 1848, Negro newspapers
In the U.S. had a combined cir
.culatioa of 1.809.060.
The most gruesome day In the calendar
BORIS KAR1OFF Black Sabbath
I. 
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I Left Side 
DOWN FRONT!
'••••••••• ****** ••••*••••••••••••••••••••41•4
Down Front— Stock hitad
A YOUNG MAN from Pine
Bluff, Ark, has published a
book of satirical illustrations
which is entitled. "The Civil
Rights Yearbook." The author,'
Jeff Donaldson, is presently
art department chairman in
the Chicago Public School
system. The illustrations are
both comical and serious.
FREQUENCY OF THE ques-
tion is increasing. The ques-
tion is: "When will some Ne-
groes be employed as park
police here in Memphis?" We
do not have the answer. We
believe that answer should
come from the office of City
Commissioner James Moore.
ERNEST WITHERS, SR., a
photographer who was seen on
local TV while covering the
Barry Goldwater trip here last
week, has found it necessary
to declare his political in-
tentions for the forthcoming
Presidential election. Withers
said so many people have in-
quired of him if his appear-
ance at the out-of-doors politi-
cal rally was indicative of
him backing Goldwater for
President. Withers said, "No,
no, no." He revealed, "I'm for
Johnson and Humphrey." He
added, "I appeared at the rally
as a news photographer."
THE ABE SCHARFF branch
YMCA is advocating a daily
swim in its pool for persons
who are interested in keeping
their weight down or remain-
ing "trim and slim." It was
pointed out that swimming is
one of the best exercises for
persons of all ages to keep
physically fit, particularly dur-
ing winter months when one
is apt to given into a "fat and
forty" fatigue.
One Of South's Worst
Racists Backs Barry,
Quits The Democrats
By LEWIS LORD
COLUMBIA, S. C. —
(UPI)—Sen. Strom Thin--
qp mond harshly repudiated
the Democratic Party as
the pied piper on the road
to a Socialistic dictatorship and
announced he was quitting to
become a Goldwater Republi-
can.
Sen. Barry Goldwater threw
Wide open the GOP door to the
politically powerful Thurmond,
hailing him as "one of the great
•
•
•
•
NURSES WIN
Displaying diplomas granted them at graduation services
held recently at the Mississippi Blvd. Christian church
are eight of the nine nurses who completed nurse's train-
ing at the City of Memphis Hospital School of Nursing.
On front row, from left, are Misses Betty Jackson, °Won.
Tenn.: Gwendolyn Jones, class vice president, and Bennie
Cole, both of Miilington. On back row, same order, are
Nurses Get Diplomas
WE BELONG Loci TIM]; At Church Exercise
Senator Strom Thurmond pre- By Americans" who has decided pares to go on statewide TV BILLY DUNCAN Ala., who was granted the PEORIA 
— 11T1 — Two—"that he has had enough." to annOunce that he will be. mile members of the City Board of Trustees' Profession- Peoria women were fatallyThe defection of Thurmond, come a Goldwater Republican. of Memphis Hospitals School al Adjustments and Achieve- shot in the head while they atetop vote-getter in the State, of Nursing were graduated in ment Award. breakfast at a motel coffee(UPI Telephoto)could cost President Johnson 
 
an exercise held recently at YEAR'S MEMBERSHIP
the Mississippi Blvd. ChristianSouth Carolina's support in the
November election. The Demo- church, with Rev. S. H. Her-
crats had only a slim :100 vote ring, pastor of. St. Paul Baptist
edge in the State in 1960. church, delivering the corn-
"If the American people per. mencement address.
mit the Democratic party to Also on the graduation pro-
return to poWer, freedom as gram were Elder Blair T.
we have known it in this coun- passed the $100,000 mark, of- Hunt, pastor of the church,try is doomed," Thurmond said Betels said. , who gave the invocation, and
over a statewide television I Oscar M. Marvin, administra-More than 80 per cent of thehookup. His announcement had tor of City of Memphis Hospi-
DIPLOMAS
Misses Norma Woods, Rogerville, Ala.; Arletha Johnson,
class president; Cora Clayton, parliamentarian, both of
Memphis; Josephine Beckwith, treasurer, Florence, Ala.,
and ('arolyn Simmons, secretary, Memphis. Not shown is
Mrs. Willie Ruth Goss, Greenwood, Miss. (Billy Duncan
Photo).
Cup Tickets Pass
$100,000 Mark
CLEVELAND, Ohio — (UPI)
— Ticket sales for the Davis
Cup matches here this week
been widely leaked in advance, available seats have been re- tals, who gave the welcome
served for the three days ofThurmond is the first major address.the matches Friday, Saturdaypolitical defector since 1955 
when Sen. Wayne Morse of
Oregon switched to the Demo-
cratic party.
Goldwater, on a four day po-
litical swing through the south,
put aside his prepared remarks
at Knoxville to welcome Thor-
mond to the party and express
the hope that the Senator's ac-
tion will be an example to tens
of thousands of other Southern
Democrats.
"I don't blame the Democrats
for leaving the party that no
longer represents their views,"
Goldwater said.
EARLINE HOUSTON
Earline Houston
To Speak At
St. Andrew AME
and Sunday. Sales already have
surpassed total receipts ,in New
York for the last U. S. Cup de-
fense in 1959.
The U. S. and Australia will
play for the trophy at Harild
T. Clark Courts in Cleveland
Heights with two singles
matches slated for Friday, the
doubles Saturday and two sin-
gles Sunday.
Youth Day will be celebrat-
ed at St. Andrew AME church
at S. Parkway and Mississippi
blvd., oh Sunday, Oct. 27, and
delivering the morning mes-
sage for the occasion will be
Miss Earline L. Houston, fresh-
man medical student at the
University of Tennessee.
A recent graduate of Le-
Moyne college, Miss Houston
is the first Negro woman to
enter the school in Memphis.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Earl J. Houston of 935
Leath.
Music for the service swirll
be sung by members of the
young people's chorus of Cum-
mings Street Baptist chtirch,
of which Miss Houston is a
member. Following the morn-
ing message, dinner will be
served by the youth of the
church.
Other activities for the day
will be a musical program to
he given at the church at 2
P.m.
Miss Gwendolyn Hunt is
chairman of the Youth Day
program. Rev, E. L. Martin is
pastor of the church.
Of the nine graduating
nurses, two were presented
awards for outstanding
achievements.
They were Mrs. Willie Ruth
Goss, of Greenwod, Miss., who
was given the school's schol-
arship award for maintaining
the highest scholastic average
in the class during the three-
2 Lady Dancersr
Killed While
Eating Meal
shop counter in suburban Peor-
ia heights.
Dead were Docile Colley, 25,
New York and Margery Hurd,
30. Chicago.
Both had Deer' in Peolia for
five or six weeks as exotic
dancers authorities said.
Police were searching for
the assailant who was described
by a witness to the shooting,
Shirley McDonald, 35, Peoria
as having a criminal record in
the Peoria area. She said ac•
cording to police, that a :ran
shot the two women and fled
through a back door.
Police believed the assailant
boarded a bus and state police
had set up road block at Pon-
tiac, Ill.
The motel had its liquor li-
cense revoked a year ago and
year course, and Miss Jose- men's choir of St. Paul Baptist was the scene of several pros-
phine Beckwith, of Florence, church. titution raids, police said.
As the top student in her
class, Mrs. Goss will receive
one year's membership in the
American Nurses' Association,
Miss Beckwith's ward was
based upon dependability and
trustworthiness, initiative, en-
thusiasm. application of theo-
retical knowledge, personal
and professional relationship
with co-workers, personal and
professional growth and lead-
ership and organization abil-
ities.
Miss Beckwith came to
Memphis from her home in
Florence, Ala., and attended
Alabama AM college at Nor-
mal, Ala., before entering
nursing school here.
Music for the program was
furnished by Miss Barbara
Neal. church organist, and the
H—Mgcl
EASIER
TO OPEN
Carnation with
the exclusive new
SURE-GRIP RIM* it VITAMIN D INCREASEDPATENT PEND ENA
EVAPORATED
This new rim holds any ordinary beverage opener snugly to prevent
slipping...pours easier, too -it's "the milk from Contented Cows"
2 Memphis Men
Receive Special
AF Training
SAN ANTONIO, Tex. —Two
Memphis, Tenn.. men have
cdtnpleted U.S. Air Force basic
military training at Lackland
AFB, Tex., and have been se-
lected to attend technical train-
ing courses.
They are Airmen Calvin
White and Lucelous Betts, Jr.
Airman White, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe White of 3575
Lanette St., will be trained as
an aircraft maintenance ape
cialist at Arnerillo, Tex. He is
a 1964 graduate of Mitchell
high school.
Airman Betts, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Kermit L. Betts of
355 W. Burdock Ave., will at-
tend the communications spe-
cialist course at Keesler AFB,
Miss. He is a 1964 graduate of
George Washington Carver
High School.
s
LUCELOUS BETTS. JR.
-
CALVIN WHITE
Know Your Negro History
The oldest Negro newspapet
in the United States, as of 1949.
was the Christian Recorner.
organ of the African Methodist
Episocal Churchg, begun in
1848.
Texas' Yule Greeting
IRVING, Tex. — (UPI) — Al-
though temperatures are still
in the 90s in Texas, some one
at the Jolly Roger Motel here
is already touched by the holi-
day spirit. The motel's marquee
reads: "let us be the first --
Merry, Christmas."
ORGAN MUSIC
Make your special
program more meaningful.
Arrange for beautiful
Hammond Organ Music
Coll 272-1691
Mr. Pfund
HAMMOND ORGAN STUDIOS
2184 Union
482 S. Perkins Ext. _
NOTICE
 NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME 
Address 
Phone number
Mother's name 
Number of papers wanted weekly
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
EVERYININWS
OLD MOM
ABOUT
OLD TAYLOR 86
(except the people who drink it)
1887. That's when Old Taylor Bourbon was born. Its taste
is still old fashioned. Smooth. Rich. Timeless. Yet the people
who drink Old Taylor 86 aren't old fashioned at all. They're
young, smart, discriminating. And tasteful. Have a sip of
Taylor 86 and you'll join them.
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey, 86 Proof. The Old Taylor Distillery Co., Frankfort & Lo- uisville, Ky.
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Memphian Reelected At
Baptist Convention
Dr. A. E. Campbell, pastor
of Columbus Baptist Church
and president of the Tennessee'
Regular Baptist Convention,'
USA, Inc., when the eighty-
fourth annual session was heldl
in Detroit, Mich. Sept. 8-13.
More than 18,000 delegates!
registered at the session at
which Dr. J. H. Jackson wasi
re-eleced president of what is
considered the largest Negroi
organization in the world, with
5,,:2 million members, 27,672
ministers and 26,953 churches.
During his annual message
Dr. Jackson told the delegates
to "stick to law and order."
"There are no problems in
American life," he told the,
members, "that cannot bel
solved through our judicial
system. We cannot win our
battles through force and un-
reasonable intimidaton."
MEMPHIAN SPEAK REV. A. E. CAMPBELL
A Memphian, Dr. L. A.
Hamblin delivered the Golden of $500, and third prize of $250
Hour sermon on the topic went to Anthony Washington
"Giants Keep Coming," and of California.
Mrs. Besse McKenzie, also of, The Booker T. Washington
Golden Leaf Baptist churchialight address was delivered by
sang "I'd Rather Have Jesus",State Senator Leroy Johnson
during the Laymen's program. of Atlanta, first Negro elected
A Special feature of the seas_ to such an office in Georgia
ion was the Oratorical Con- since Reconstruction Days,
test sponsored by the Under-
graduate Scholarship Com-
mission of which Rev. F. D.
Haynes is chairman.
The theme was "Education
for World Understanding and
True Freedom" and top prize
of $1,000 went to Miss Betty
Church Observes
Women's Day
Annual Women's Day will
be observed at Union Baptist
Church, 208 Turley St., Sun-
day, Sept. 27.
Guest speaker for the morn-
ing worshinp will be Mrs. Lou-
ise Smith. A special program
has been planned for 2:30 p.m.
featuring Mrs. L. V. Reser, of
Progressive Baptist church, as
guest speaker.
Mrs. Isabel] Adams is chair-
man of the event. Mrs. W. P.
Clay is publicity chairman,
and Rev. J. W. West is pastor
of the church.
The public is invited to at-
tend.
Memphis Baha'is
Start Activities
For Fall Season
ar- ww—w--er
The Memphis Baha'is started
their fall program with a series
of international buffets and so-
clal hours when World Peace
Day was observed at the center,
36 N. Cleveland St. last Sunday
afternoon.
On next Sunday host and
hostess for the event will be
Dr. and Mrs. Farrokh Shah-
bahrami, who will serve Per-
sian pilau.
Dr. Shahbahrami is a native
of Iran, having been born in
Shoraz. He is in Memphis as
exchange visitor who is tak-
ing training in surgery at West
Tennessee Tuberculosis Hos-
pital.
Other International Buffets
to follow will be:
Sunday, Oct. 25, English Tea
and Triffel, hostess, Miss Joan
Swan.
Sunday, Nov 29, Japanese
Tea, Hostess, Mrs. Helen!
washita Forbis.
Sunday, Dec. 20, dinner,
hosts, Memphis Baha'is.
Theme for these social hours
s "Fellowship is the cause of
unity and unity is the source of
order in the world."
KING PAPERS TO BOSTON
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., second from
right, president of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference, presented his per-
sonal papers and manuscripts to the Boston
University library last week, and here he
is seen inspecting a model of the universi-
ty's projected Ws million central library
which will house the collection. Holding
it is Dr. Harold C. Case, president of the
When the Methodist Men at:Methodist Men"
Elected At 2nd At Greater New Salem haindteanafrerlowMaehtihpoaduisptperchTuurceha: ' 7 
:4T5hep.msuppertha 
.i scheduled for
Ce
at e church's E.
' Mrs. H . H. Culpepper of Pro., day, Sept. 29, Mrs. Lucille Cox Hall, Robert M. Ratcliffe'
•• 
gressive Baptist church wasIWilliams is expected to be of- is president of the Methodist
:featured speaker when Greaterifically
Coleman of Seattle, Wash. Members of the freshman 1 New Salem Baptist church held I
Alvin W. Martin of East Chi-.class new members of the I Youth officers of Second Its 
annual Women's Day last
cago, I vnd., won second prize faculty and staff of LeMone 
, Sunday. Charman of the eel-
' Congregational church were!1 ebration was Mrs. E. L. Jack-
school. At left is Dr. Gustave A. Hairer.
director of the Boston university libraries
and at right, Dr. L. Harold DeWolf, pro-
fessor of Boston University's School of
Theology who has been credited with
shaping Dr. King's philosophy of non-
violent resistance. Dr. King holds an
earned Ph. D. degree and an honorary
doctorate from Boston university.
Youth Officers Annual Women's Day f To Be Honored By Methodist Men•
Church To Host
LeMoyne Frosh
college will be guests during
!the worship service at Second'Union Baptist Congregational church on Sun
day, Sept. 27, at 11 am:
The messago will be given by
the pastor, Rev. John C. Mickle.
Following the worship ser-
vice, women of the church will
preside at an informal recep-
tion honoring the guests in
Love Hall.
Revival Services
At Walker Mission
Revival services which be-
gan last Sunday at Walker '
Mission AME church are being
!held nightly this week and
start at 7:30 p.m. The guest
speaker is Rev. H. L. Lewis of
Brewster's Seminary.
The church is located at 762
Illarahan rd. Rev. M. V. Reed
is pastor.
Women's Day At
New Tyler Church Eastern Star To
Annual Woman's Day will
be observed Sunday, Sept. 27,
at New Tyler AME Church,
568 Carpenter.
The morning message will
be given by Miss Clarice Avant
of St. Matthew Baptist church.
The afternoon message at 2
p.m. will be given by Mrs.
Vera Matthews of Paducah,
Ky.
The public is invited to at-
tend all services.
Mrs. Edwina Patrick is
chairman of Woman's Day.
Rev. Loyce Patrick is pastor.
Observe Harvest
Day Sept. 27
Annual Harvest Day will be
observed at Eastern Star Bap-
tist church, 1334 Exchange ave.,
Sept. 27, with all programs of
the day conducive to the spir-
itual growth of the members.
The morning sermon will be
delivered by Rev. Leroy Bail-
ey, and New Pilgrim Baptist
church and the pastor. Rev. W
M. Fields, Sr., is the pastor.
SAVE 8c* I.r.",:d.„ •
WW1
each time you buy 2 hatf-gdons of
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
CART HOME SAVINGS!
GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
ongrega lona
formally installed during the
!morning worship service on
ISunday, Sept, 13.
They were Melanie McWill-
jams, president; Linda Will-
iams, vice president; Peggy
.Prater, secretary, and Elva
Mickle, treasurer.
Committee chairmen and
their organizations are Phyllis
Holt. Christian Faith; Nan
Saville, Christian Witness;
Stephanie Larry, Christian Out-
reach; Ronald Walter, Christian!
Citzenship, and John Williams,i
Christian Fellowship.
Rev. Charles Mickel is pas-
or of the church.
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
e.% and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
BHS
INC.
248 Vance Ave.
Memphis, T
"YOUR Cestesory Onskos Whet Yee Ask Ism And
Creates Whet You Think or'
JA 7-9320
Know Your Negro History
At the time of the Civil War.
only six states, all in the North,
made no discrimination in
suf f r a g e: Massachusetts,
Maine, New Hampshire, Ver-
mont. Rhode Island, an Wis-
son. Publicity chairman was
Miss Ada Fields. Rev. Gordon
G. Brown is pastor of the
church.
'Summer Experiences'
Topic For Alliance
The Memphis and Shelby
County International Ministers
Alliances will meet at the Sarah
Brown Branch of the YWCA at
1044 Mississippi Blvd., on
Monday, Sept. 28 at 11 p.m.
The program topic will be
"Summer Experiences." Rev.
John C. Mickle will preside.
Know Your Negro History
The Negro infant mortality
rate declined from 190.6 per
1,000 live births In 1915 to 582
consin. in 1945.
Births
Deaths
Church News Social Iv enls
Community poitics Natl. Nevo figures
You are now reading
the newspaper most
people prefer for
information about the
American Negro.
1 oday and every day a complete coverage of
National and Local News about thou things
of interest and concern to all Arnericaus.
Toll your Nolghbor or Prload
about Ago
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
named "Mother of the Men.
Ward Chapel Women Shines Up To Boss
Set $2,000 Goal
For Women's Day
SAN JOSE, Calif. — (UPI)
—, A' kindly stranger came to
the aid of busy service station
attendant Abraham Vargas
and cleaned windshields until
WAnnual Women's Day ill be— — all the customers were gone.celebrated at Ward Chapel Then the stranger pulled a
AME church on Sunday, Sept, gun and robbed Vargas of $50.
27, and the guest speaker at the
special 3 p.m. program will be
Mrs. Magnolia Luellen of Pro-
gressive Baptist church.
Mrs. Sarah E, Garrett, Con-
ference Branch president of the
Tennessee Annual Conference
of the African Methodist Epis-
copal church, will speak at the
1 o'clock hour.
Music for the afternoon will
be sung by the women's chor-
uses of Ward Chapel and Pro-
gressive Baptist churches.
The women have set $2,000
as their financial goal for the
day. The public is invited.
Mrs. Julia Pleas is chairman
of the observance. Rev. R. L.
'McRae is pastor.
Iflt
UNIFORMS
Usher Board, Deasenees.
Mother of Church,
sssss hUssl000ry,
Prayer land
Nylon, Dacron, Cotton,
Poplin, Sizes 5 to 52
Long, Short and 14 Skarn
1155511 ?OR 51115113
AND ORGANIZATIONS
Lowest PriCO• Available
11111 FOR FRFF C55A104 477
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS701 N it., N.E. 53 Whitehall St , SW.Washington 2, D.C. Atlanta 3, &wait*
NEED
CASH!
—Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There Is a reason why pooch*
ilk, to do business with us. You,
SOD, will Illi• our courteous treat-
ment and desire to h•15 you.
"Op.. Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 700 P.M.
Saturday• 900 to 700
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Homo Ownod - Homo Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"IV• Ilk• to .ay y•s to your
loan rsoutret"
Examined and Sup•mils•d by
th• State D•partment of
1n•uranc• and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA 7-8581
152 Madison, JA 5-7611
EVERYBODY'S
PLAYING
T.V. BINGO
'Tune in Channel 13 WH130 every Monday
thru Friday and hove fun playing T.V.
Bingo; There is a new game every week
and you get a FREE Bingo Cord every
time you check out at Big Star. $50.00
will b• added to the Jackpot es•ry day
until there is a winner! T.V. Bingo Span-
soya and their families are ineligible to
ploy T.V. Bingo.
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
11:00 A.M. to 11:30 P.M.
Play Yellow TV Bingo
Cards Thru Sept. 25, 1964
Get your FREE Fairgrounds coupons at
Big Star. They are worth 10o on any
adult ride and 5c on any Kiddieland
Rid.. Save up a handful and hove fun
with your Friends at the fairrsurrucasi
•
•
•
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1711.1S/C hacks and 'phony talent the proper type can print the
searchers, advises the Chicago words and music. A mailed
Better Business Bureau. copy is sufficient to "bring itYou have seen the ads, to the attention of a music
"Write the Words for a Song. company." •
We revise Poems, write music Reputable publishers copy-
,
and guarantee to secure publi- right their publications in their
cation. Submit poems on any names, and it is not only un-
, subject." necessary to copyright rnanu-
This is an alluring offer, scripts when dealing with hon-
but it does not tell the whole orable concerns, but it is bet- The lead tx expected to In.story. More than 20,000 mu- ter not to do so. A reliable crease since heavily Demo-ideal compositions are annual- publisher will accept only mu- c„ttc dues have held regtatra.
bon sessions since Aug. 31.
But, these new voters will not
be shown in statistics until 1965.
The tally was made by Sec-sponded to the advertising of work either in cash or royal- 
retary of State Ella Grasso'sthese self-styled publishers or (ties. 
staff and also showed that:music companies receive first
I
: Self-Styled Talent 
—Democrats attracted 15,178a letter praising the poem
which has been submitted., In an effort to sell music voters while the GOP found
Also enclosed is a contract and dance lessons, so-called ,2,654 in the past year.
talent scouts either approach — The count of unaffiliatedwhich, to the unitiated, would
children directly in - neighbor- 1,oters dropped 10.359 votersmake success appear' to be
hood playgrounds or tell par- from 480,554 to 469.185.certain. The contract provides 
are from their Total count of all voters infor payment of $50 and up- cols they
he child's school in order to gain Connecticut was 1,279,629 ofward, and payment may
access to the home. Once which 427,352 were Democrats,made either in installments or
:there, the salesman tells par- 382,492 were Republicans andat one time.
If the contract is maned cots their child has been se- the remainder were unaffiliat-
lected to appear on a TV ed with a party.and forwarded with payment
show in .order to stimulate Republicans held a lead incalled for. the so-called pub-
lisher goes through the rou- l audience interest in that par- only one of the state's six new
0
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111118111111111111111111111111
Other People's
BUSINESS
A. L. FOSTER
Exiscuti•• Director. Cosmopolitan Chamber of COMITIIIICe
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111,11 1 111111111fillilliiiiiii11111111111111111111111111011111011i1M11111111111111
The Chicago DEFENDER ples Business" columnist, is in
staff joins Cosmopolitan Chem- Mayo Brothers Clinic, Rochester,
her of Commerce members in Minn., for observation. We are
wishing A. L. Foster, executive sure he would like to hear from
director of the Chamber, a szt:eesithaetr 4t1hro7 rheath.esCthaomr heti
thelSpecify r•covery. DEFENDER offices at 2400 So.Mr. Foster, your "Other Peo- Michigan Ave.
Beware Of Phony Song
Sharks-Talent Scouts
Sad indeed are the victiinsiindustry, there has not becii
of a mythical American trag-; on moderately successful song
edy titled The Vendors of (produced through the medium
Broken Dreams." Glamourous( of an advance payment pub-hopes of commercial success /ishar. Any musician of- ex-
as song writer, singer or actor perience can grind out corn-
are twisted to the promoters' monplaee tunes .by the yard. taken a record voter registra- -advantage by unscrupulous, Any ,printer whiz, possesses tion lead over Republicans of
ly copyrighted at Washington, sic he is willing to invest in,
D.C. Less than 200 ever and assume all the risk and
achieve success, expense of publishing, besides
Individuals who have re- paying the composer for his
tine of fulfilling its conditions. to ular neighborhoOd.
He will print the number, se- In some cases, a special abil-
cure a copyright, call it to the ity such as the child's fluency
attention of music publishers, in a foreign language has been
FAIR VISITORS
ture and information about Cadillac'.
Greeting the public is not new for Miss
Fleming, she has worked as a guide at
the United Nations
THEY BELONG TO WALGREENS
For their cheerful courtesy in daily personifying the "Wel-
come To Walgreens" motto, Erskin Coles (left). 2312 W.
Walnut St.. on the staff of Walgreen's 2300 W. Madison St.
store and Robert Young, 3818 W. Fillmore Si., with Wal-
greens in Oak Brook, were honored by their firm with
inscribed gold cups. Coles and Young were judged out-
standing among a large group of Walgreen employees
because of their courtesy in the firm's stores. The gold
cup presentations were made by their store managers and
district managers. Coles has been with Walgreens for
eight years and Young for six.
General Motors Gets
Hostess With Mostest
Sillily An- 1 Fleming. Ito:less she has worked as a guide a.for General Motors Futurama the United Nations. There sheat New York's World Fair,
greets visitors a n d supplies developed a special interest inthe work of UNICEF. whichguest with literature and in-
formation about Cadillacs. later proved useful to her as a
'lecturer for the American Asso•Miss Fleming also keeps a
sharp lookout for children seek- 
dation of the United Nations.
Miss Fleming's hobbies areing lost parents. "The very. golf, sketching and knitting.young are the easiest to spot, She makes her own clothes andshe explained, "because theyI
start bawling right away. 
enjoys swimming and dancing.
When they get a little older. •
they are ashamed to cry." Her Betwixt And Between
most challenging find was a
LONDON — (UPI) — Rail.frightened 3-year-old girl who
roader George Temple, &Vwanted to give her name, but
who wanted more to keep h„ Wrote to the British Railway4
pacifier securely in her mouth. Board in London asking it to
With precision timing, Miss fire him immediately. Temple,
Fleming was able to withdraw
the pallier fled long enough
, Greeting the public is not
to get the name and then put
It hack in time to prevent the
Inevitable cascade of tears.
, new work for Miss Fleming.
lates Meet 1 ""'"qt'Av. 1":"1""—".'' Geller s Open ouseThe kindergarten mothers of —
year-old insurance inspe, 1,through. His expenses may golden opportunity, the par- Finally, the inevitable day Dewey Elementary School will
$25.
have been as low as $20 to ents often extend permission of enlightenment arrives. The host the first fall meeting of who has to travel thousands et t
for the child to appear on TV. TV studio turns out to be a the Parent Teachers Association
in the school auditorium on 
miles in Devon and Cornwall( Steps Up GLCC Plan
to show for his money but a1fee is necessary, $15 for four
The songwriter has nothing ,Even when told that a "small"
Wednesday, Sept. 23 at 1:15 et cry, year, bought an amp hi.' Proving :, si he ha,. , imfi-ifounded the St. Jude's Hospi-'few cheaply printed copies of 'preparatory sessions in a stu- P.M. long donee in the Lawnd•ile area,ltal, Mayor Richard J. Daley,'
Mous car to eliminate the
the song. ldio, credulous parents have de- Mrs. Zeze Thomas will pre- wails at ferries and toll bridg-4 
, Ben Geller, one of ;he corn-l and Gov. Otto Kerner. Iof the cided to along with the
Congressional districts — t h
4th — which is made of towns
in lower Fairfield County.
This is the constituency of
exploited in order to gain Connecticut's only GOP Con Dewey PTA To Takc Off Waitphonograph record manufac-
ttirers, broadcasting stations, Parents' interest. gressman, Abner W. Sibal. s
dealers in music and profes- Unwilling to stand in the
BUSINESS MEN AND BANKERS AT MEET
Attending the National Business League and Bankers
Convention in Washington, D.C. (left to right), were
Veronica Burke, loan recipient; Frederick B. Lee. president
of United Planning Organisation: Samuel E. Harris, pro-
Conn. Democrats
Outnumber GOP
HARTFORD, Conn. — (UPI
— Connecticut Democrats have
nearly 45,000 voters, the high-
est since the party first sur-
passed its rival in 1960.
A statewide tally of registra-
tions as of Aug. 31 showed a
Democratic lead of 44,860 for an
increase of 12,524 in the lead
held at the same time in 1963.
The party's 1960 lead was
1,201.
gram director of the small business development center of
the United Planning Organization; Eugene R. Foley, Ad-
ministrator. U.S. Small Business Administration, a n d
Charles A. Horsky.
CADILLAC HOSTESS GREETS
Hostess Sallie Ann Flemming (left) greets
visitors to General Motors Futurama
(Cadillac Division) at the New York's
World Fair and supplies guest with liters
Kenneth Kimberley, asional singers. This done, he is way of what appears to be a venture.
In th, tory go
school. The phony talent
scout's song and dance had
not mentioned this, of course,
and the parents become aware
they have been taker.
Ten of 41 Foreign Affairs scholia; who concluded their summer intern-
ships at the Washington headquarters of the Agency for International
Development this week, pause during their daily duties for a picture with
AID officials. Robert C. Cole, special assistant to the administrator; and
Wade Lathram, director of personnel administration. The students, (L to R) Texas Southern Univ.; Clyde Briggs of Ypsilanti, Mich., Fisk'University: Ipiete their education.
are Hazel Daniel of Cambridge, Mass., Sarah Lawrence College; Charlotte and Paul Saenz of Tucson, Ariz., University of Arizona.
sent the speaker.
COURSE
l's
• ,i munity s largest automobile
firm owners and a board mem-
ber of the Greater Lawndale
Conservation Commission, is
currently in mammoth expan-
sion activities.
William McCurine, executive
director of the Greater Lawn-
dale Conservation Commis-
sion, 3152 W. Roosevelt Rd.,
told the West Side Defender
Monday that "in face of criti-
cism and dejection on the part
of other business associates
Geller is planning to open his
block and a half long modern
Chevrolet service center on
7
"The $40,000 expansion of
Geller's business proves he has
a lot of confidence in the com-
munity."
"GLCC through its business-
men's committee and its Op-
eration Pride hopes to see oth-
ers follow Ben Geller's lead
In expansion of business in
Lawndale."
General chairman of Oper-
ation Pride is Elijah Buffinton,
board member of GLCC and
president of the 28-club United
Block Club Council. Assisting
him are Mrs. Mary McGaha,
Curtis Dunlap, a n if GeorgeSeptember 28 at a gigantic Bright
open house."
"This will be a highlight of
Operation Pride, one of GL. Asthma Formula PrescribedCC's annual beautification ef-
forts," McCurine added. I. ost By Doctors—Available•Geller was presented with
the St. Jude's Man of the •
whose job is being abolished
under a railway re-organization
plan, said unless he is fired
right away, he will either lose
$1,100 severance pay or a new
639.20.a-week job he has found.
-Animal Welfare
We pick up any stray or
unwanted animals
Animal Welfare League
Call NOrmal 7-0089
GRAY HAIR
MAKES YOU LOOK
OLDER THAN YOU ARE
10041011MR
Get
SLICK BLACK
AT YOUR ORUGG154-
Year award this year.
Expected to attend the open
house celebration a re Danny
Thomas, Hollywood star who
-
SCHOLARS CONCLUDE FOREIGN AFFAIRS
Va., North Carolina College at Durham, Frank Thornton of Richmond, Va.,
Virginia Union Univ.; Theodore Lawe of Tampa, Fla., Bethune•Cookman
College: Arverna Adams of Holly Springs, Miss., Tougaloo College; Robert
Engs of Newcastle, Pa., Princeton; Gussie Daniels, III of Garland, Texas,
Know Your Negro History
Askia, the Great, a Negro king,
is said to have made of Djenne
and Timbuktu intellectual cen-
ters to which both :white and
black scholars went to corn-
• • •
, A sequel to ReconstructionP. Hall of Baltimore, Md., Morgan State College; Lester Moore of Norfolk,
"Why can't I get Social Securi-iport your earnings you rims earnings. Yes, you may save-fa-cosily office at 4731 South
ty Benefits?" and "Why is my never get credit and therefore, few pennies by not letting your Parkway; and ask for Booklet(never receive benefits. •amount so small?" employer take out the tax but 
"flood News for Household
Taxes And
Domestics
By LIZ WARD
Many domestic workers have
*asked
• •
people in our office. If your employer does not re-
government and the Panic of
1873 was the systematic massa-
cre of Negro leaders in Mis-
sissippi in 1874.
• • •They know and tell us how To say you worked for Mrs. you will lose many dollars
Workers." This booklet will tell Some 11,000 Negroes had beenlong they have worked—where Jones a n d received $10 per when you need them most if
you how to protect your future. lynched up till 1915.they worked and how much, week just isn't enough. There you don't insist that your em 
earned. They then say, must be a record. It's up to ployer report your earnings. 1
"but my employer didn't take you. You should give your ern- Social security benefits pro-
out social security taxes." ployer your social security card tect your future. If you do not 1
and ask her to report your insist that your earnings are
EX-SHOW BIZ WHIZ PERFORMS FOR COKE
Route supervisor Bob Meteye (standing),
holds meeting with route salesmen as part
of his sales duties with Coca Cola
Bottling Co. Once a show biz performer.
Meteye can still hold an audience as is
witnessed by the facial expressions of the
coke salesmen,
properly reported, you and your
family will be the losers.
Call, or write your social Se-
Know Your Negro History ,
Frederick Douglass, 19th con I
tory Negro leader, was born
in 1917 and died in 1895.
• • •
I The Mayflower's arrival in
America in 1620 was preceded,
by a year by the arrival of the
first Negro slaves.
* • •
The first European country
to abolish the slave trade was
,Denmark which prohibited the
(traffic in 1657.
• • •
Negroes persoeally delivered
a Confederate steamer, the
Planter, to blotkatrpg federal
chips on May 13, 1062.
Chicago's Negro population(
grew from 6,480 in 1880 to 44,-1
000 in 1910.
1
Personalized
stationary
with your name,
address,
city and state.
100 single white sheets
(50 imprinted, 50 plain)
50 envelopes .... 51.5 0
Informal notes, 36 notes
(imprinted with on• line
only) 36 envelopes, not
imprinted 
 SI .65
Sand check or money order
Fashion
Post Office Box 311
Memphis, Tenn.
1
H
Top Qualify! Preferred first aid dress.
ing because it's super-
refined to Patent."
hospit•I quality I Re-
limes pain and itchingot
minor burns, chafe and
skin injuries. Switch to
Moroline, 1000 uses.
Only 17r—or get over
twice as much for TM.
ow Without Prescription
Stops Attacks in Minutes
Mew Y.rk, N.Y. (specia)-The hmaformula prescribed more than any
other by doctors for their privatepatients is now available to asthma
sufferers without prescription.
Medical tests proved this formula
Stops asthma attacks in minutes andgives hours of freedom from recur-
rence of painful asthma spasms.
This formula is so effective that
It is the physician's leading asthma
prescription-so aide when used asdirected that now it can be sold -
witiout prescription is wet states
RELIEF!
RELIEF!
... Relief Lasts for Hours I
-in ting tablets called Primates..
These Primatene Tablets ope•
bronchial tubes, loosen congestion.
relieve taut nervous tension. All
without painful injections.
The secret is-Primatene combines
3 medicines (is full prescriptioa
strength) found most effective la
combination for asthma distress.
Each performs a special purpose.
So look forward to sleep at night,
and freedom from asthma spaents.
Primatene - 980. at any dna:stem
"I got
RELIEF .
. . from
Tired Legs
and
Aching Feet,.
with
ViGENE!"
Of COURSE the did, and se
will YOU! That's what YIGENE
is MADE to . . Comfort
Aching Fast and Logi .. Kau
'em feeling GOOD all day!
Great for
Aching Muscles, Too
ON SALE AT ALL DRUG COUNTERS
1
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Republicans For Johnson
As Sen. Goldwater becomes
more and more entangled in the
undergrowth of his own contra-
dictions, more and more Repub-
lican faithfuls begin to realize
the GOP nominee's political in-
eptitude and intellectual limita-
tions. The result is wholesale
desertion of those who belong
to the progressive wing of the
party.
That in itself is no strange
political phenomenon. This sort
of thing is not new to political
parties. There have been defec-
tions throughout the course of
party politics. The most notable
one of recent memory occurred
in 1948 when scores of dele-
gates from nine Southern states
walked out of the Democratic
convention in Philadelphia over
the civil rights issue.
What does not happen often
in American politics is the for-
mation of a dissident group of
one party organizing themselves
so as to lend effective support
to the election of a Presidential
candidate of another party.
Republican for Johnson or-
ganizations spring up at a dizzy
rate everytime Goldwater opens
his mouth and contradicts pre-
vious statements of his position
on domestic and foreign affairs.
The latest of such organiza-
tion has been formed in the Dis-
trict of Columbia with a former
District Commissioner, Robert
E. McLaughlin as chairman. The
organization plans a series of
newspaper advertisements ex-
pressing disillusionment with
nominee Barry Goldwater and
urging Republicans to support
the Democratic ticket this year.
McLaughlin said that 'a num-
ber of Republicans are concerned
with Goldwater's "lack of re-
sponsibility."
"It is very important to the
country, he declared, "that we
extend our greatest effort to-
ward the election of Lyndon B.
Johnson and Hubert Humphrey.
He described both President
Johnson and Humphrey, the
Democratic vice Presidential
candidate as "responsible men."
Goldwater's position on nu-
clear weapons and his tendency
to "shoot from the hip," disturb
even those Republicans who now
realize the folly of their hasten-
ed commitment to the Arizona
Senator.
McLaughlin helped take over
the Republican Party in the Dis-
trict of Columbia in 1952 for Ei-
senhower and served as District
Commissioner during the Eisen-
hower Administration. He was
District campaign manager for
New York Governor Nelson
Rockefeller in the New Yorker's
unsuccessful bid for the Repub-
lican nomination this year.
Notwithstanding
by Thaddeus T. Stokes
George Lee Was Absent:
WORDS WITH NEW MEANING
Social and scientific advance-
ments give birth to new words,
give new meaning to old words
while at the same time sending
other words into obsolescence.
Business and technical progress
bring into use their share of new
terminology. W a r and social
revolutiOns jet into use over-
night many new, acceptable
words.
Public protest, not many years
ago, was described almost ex-
clusively—by two well known
terms "picket" and "boycott."
Under the relentless sweep of
the present social revolution in
America, the two terms, "Pic-
ket" and "Boycott" have almost
been snowed under by more des-
criptive terms such as "sit-in,"
"wade-in," "kneel-in", "demon-
strations," "marches.''
A few years ago we did not
have such terms as "integration-
ist' and "segregationist." To-
day most white politicians and
public figures are readily classi-
fied into one of the two classes.
However, t h e popularity of
"segregationists" is r a p idly
dwindlir" Then there is that
fence-straddler, who is called as
a "moderate."
Nobody really boycotts any-
body today, they are simply giv-
en to "selective buying" which
is just as drastic on the cash
register as the plain old boycott.
In the language of the street-
corner king, "everybody is bug-
gie to that."
There is a rash of words at-
tached to the word "freedom,"
such as freedom-riders, freedom-
fighters, freedom-marchers, as
well as, freedom-this and free-
don-that.
Southern politicians came-up
with "interposition" as a tactic
to refute the decision of the Su-
preme Court in its 1954 historic
School Desegregation Case.
Dr. Martin Luther King did
more than any other single inc
dividual in America to promote
the term "non-violence." Today
it is a household item, Hipsters
say about t he "non-violence"
popularity, "That's beautiful,
man."
"T h e March-On-Washington"
set the term "march-on" into
action. After the big march, a
number of lesser and even little
marches followed. There were
the "march on" the places of reg-
istration; "march-on" boards of
education, "march-on" places of
employment and "march-on the
"march-ons" by policemen arm-
ed with tear-gas, fire hoses, dogs,
riot-guns, night sticks, etc.
Social upheavals bring with
them new slogans and new
songs. The most popular with
Negroes t oda y, is no doubt,
"Freedom Now" and the most
popular song of the current revo-
lution is "We'll Overcome Some-
day."
Despite all of the terms, new
and old — despite all of the
various classifications the sweet-
est words to Negroes, are the
words found in the American
constitution; Allegiance to the
Flag, the Star Spangle Banner,
and America, the Beautiful.
Negroes will not be contented
with -their lot in America until
the words of the Constitution
apply to them—or rather include
them.
The Negro will not be satis-
fied with the words in the Alle-
giance to Our Flag until "With
Liberty and Justice For All" ap-
plies to him fully.
The Negro wants to sing the
old words .of the Star Spangle
Banner a n d "America, The
Beautiful" with new fervor and
with new vigor, because the old
words will have given a new
meaning to him.
Charge Of The Light Brigade
Vktributed by tang hates* Syndicate
Only In America
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By HARRY GOLDEN
Looking Into The C
Early this morning the White
House announced the Adminis-
tration's first resignation, that
of William Buckley, former edi-
tor of the "National Review,"
who has been United States Am-
bassador to Formosa since the
inauguration, of President Barry
Goldwater 16 months ago.
"For reasons of health," was
the official word on the Buckley
resignation, but the rumors per-
sist there will be other resigna-
tions, most prominently men-
tioned in this connection being
Roy Cohn, Director of the Unite-
ed State Information Agency.
Washington pundits saw a clue
to these developments in an un-
signed editorial in the National
Review, issue of May 14, 1966.
Hors are some of its highlights:
"Frankly, we here at the Na-
tional Review have lost not only
patience but faith in Barry Gold-
water. The change that heralded
great progress for the country is
no change at all. Only the vocab-
ulary of the politicians has
changed for the worst.
"Barry has done more to dull
the edge of free enterprise than
all the WPA's, Welfare Agencies,
and political patronage ever con-
spired to do. For months now we
have heard that the sale of the
United States Postal System was
an imminent possibility. It does
go good for President Goldwater
to whine in his last press confer-
ence there are no buyers. That
is irrelevant.
"This is what he said about
selling the TVA system until the
National Review interested the
Dixon-Yates combine and fin-
ally one Administration was
forced to give back America to
Americans with American mon-
ey.
President Goldwater may well
have a point that it would be
dangerous to sell the Post Office
to Peruvian and Argentine in-
terests for they are notoriously
inefficient. But if, as is rumored,
the West German syndicate
rystal Ball----1966
comes through with an offer,
Barry might have a hard time
before the Convention in '68 if
he turns them down.
"Decentralization of Federal
control has not materialized.
Just the other day, the Presi-
dent refused to see the Gover-
nors of Mississippi and Alabama
who have waited patiently for
the President to consider their
new proposal for the transfer of
the Negroes from their respec-
tive states.
"Of course the situation in For-
mosa is not only critical but so
far the Administration's worst
failing. The appointment of Gen-
eral Mark Q. Snell was more
than a mistake, it was a malici-
ous error.
"Snell has been trying to con-
vince Chiang's lieutenants that
they will be slaughtered on the
Chinese beachheads. Chiang
was so angered when this news
was relayed to him, he stood up
from his wheelchair and himself
sent the message urging Sneel's
recall. At the time Ambassador
Buckley left the island on
Wednesday last, there was not
yet one hydrogen bomb there,nor
even some of the tiny atom
bombs which the President had
issued in his Lincoln Day
speech in Baltimore last Febru-
ary.
"It will be recalled the Presi-
dent announced we were produc-
ing an atom bomb that could be
handled "as easily as a baseball,"
were his exact words.
"Last but not least what an-
noys us is the hubbub Congress
2s raising about Robert Welch's
appointment as Director of the
Peace Corps. The fact that he
hopes to put some of the volun-
teers to work in a martipan fac-
tory seems to us the most hope-
ful prospects for this agency yet.
Mr. Welch needs the Presi-
dent's wholehearted support. So
far it has not been forthcoming.
Perhaps the President's sweet
tooth is acting up? Ha. ha."
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Know
The
Negro
AL DUCKETT
Barry.lst White Muslim
Many months ago — in the
SATURDAY EVENING POST
— 
Jackie Robinson authored a
piece with regard to the desire
t
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Jackie
Robinson
Says
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It's The Principle, Not The Party
The struggle between
Attorney General Robert Ken-
nedy and incumbent Senator
Keating for the New York State
Senate is shaping up as second
in importance in the contest for
the Presidency.
It is inconceivable to this writ-
er that New Yorkers will be so
blinded by the Kennedy glamor
that they will forget the splendid
job which has been done over
the years by Senator Keating.
Most fair-minded people will
concede that the former Attor-
ney General did an over-all out-
standing job while his brother
was reigning in the White House.
Yet, it cannot be truthfully said
that his record is spotless or per-
fectly consistent in defense of
the rights of the Negro people.
Let us not forget the several
occasions when the civil rights
struggle was at its height in cru-
cial areas and Robert Kennedy
seriously undercut the position
of the civil rights leadership by
calling for the Negro to "go
slow."
Let us not forget that, as Chief
Officer of the Justice Depart-
ment, Bob Kennedy was the boss
of J. Edgar Hoover, the head of
the F.B.I. Mr. Kennedy has been
credited with standing up to Mr.
Hoover on several issues, but
not to our memory, on the issue
of the F.B.I.'s miserable failure
in the protection of Negro vic-
tims of southern brutality and
killings.
The almost unbroken F.B.I.
record of coming up with blanks
in solving civil rights murders
and church bombings did not
measurably improve under Bob
Kennedy.
Let us not forget either that
there were several instances
when monstrous crimes were
committed against the Negro and
when appealed to by Negro lead-
ership, Mr. Kennedy contended,
as he did when the three young-
sters were murdered in Missis-
sippi, that the Justice Depart-
ment had no jurisdiction. Some
fine legal minds have countered
this claim that the Government
has no authority to protect the
constitutional rights of its citi-
zens and to safe-guard their lib-
erty and their lives.
Recently, when we returned
from a trip to St. Augustine,
Florida, where we had learned
directly from the lips of Dr.
King and his aides how little
protection the Government was
giving to them against roving,
segregationist murder gangs, we
warned the Attorney General, a
plea which has gone unanswered
to this day. He has been awfully
silent on vital matters since the
death of his brother and we .have
been at a loss to know why.
But we must do more than fail
to forget. We must remember.
We must remember that, long be-
fore the Kennedy brothers were
former taking their stand on civil rights;
long before it was fashionable to
do so; long before there was a
Negro revolution, Kenneth Keat-
ing was in there, fighting tooth
and nail for social and racial
justice. When he was a member
of the House and his Negro con-
stituency was something like one
half of one per cent, Kenneth
Keating's voice was strong and
his efforts vigorous for civil
rights legislation.
I am told that associates of
Mr. Keating warned him that
he would hurt himself; that he
had no need to be so outspoken
since he had so little Negro rep-
resentation in his district. They
asked him why he was taking
such a strong stand on civil
rights. Kenneth Keating's reply
was: "Because, its right."
Senator Keating also believed
it was right to stand by his
principles and to refuse to en-
dorse the philosophy of Senator
Goldwater who has accepted the
support of bigots and failed to
convincingly deny extremism. It
took great stamina to defy Gold-
waterism when others, like Gov-
ernor Scranton who had de-
nounced 'it, decided to compro-
mise their principles.
I am not for Keating only be-
cause of his civil rights record
of long standing or only for his
brave resistance against Gold-
water. I am for him because I
believe him to be the best quali-
fied candidate for the job he
seeks to continue.
I am not as much opposed to
Robert Kennedy because he is
an outsider, seeking eventually
to be President, as I am in favor
of Mr. Keating because he is an
insider, seeking consistently to
be right.
Senator Keating is one of the
most distinguished members of
the Senate. He has worked dili-
gently, intelligently, concienti-
ously and with honor for all of
the people of the State. New
Yorkers owe him re-election be-
cause they owe it to themselves
to uphold principle by granting
him re-election.
Men of principle do not turn
their backs on an old friend —
not even for a new one.
Robert Kennedy has years
ahead of him in which to seek
to continue his public service.
Senator Keating has years be-
hind him which entitle him to
the loyal support and active aid
of those for whom he has labor-
ed in public life. He has always
asked what he could do for his
country and he has always faced
the challenge of the moral an-
swer.
That is why we intend to work
for the election of Lyndon John-
son, Hubert Humphrey and Ken-
neth Keating. A split ballot can
mean a united nation. Party is
not nearly so important as prin-
ciple.
of Senator Barry Goldwater to
become the GOP Presidential
candidate.
At that time, there were many,
many Americans, many, many
Republicans, who considered the
Goldwater candidacy a joke.
They didn't believe Barry had a
prayer to get the nomination.
In his article, Mr. Robinson
compared the Goldwater philoso-
phy which he interpreted as a
bid for the GOP to become the
white man's party, to the dream
of the Black Muslims of estab-
lishing a lim-crow Paradise.
Many people were shocked at
this comparison. Even so, they
considered the whole argument
academic. How in the world,
they figured, could Goldwater
become one of two destined to
contend for the highest political
office in the world?
There was another theory ad-
vanced in the Robinson piece.
Had Goldwater managed, behind
the scenes, to take over the Re-
publican National Committee?
Well, if there is one mat in
the country who has the right
to say: "I told you so," it Is Jack-
ie Robinson.
And now, the last piece in the
political jigsaw puzzle has been
supplied. In the SATURDAY
EVENING POST, the same book
in which the Robinson article
appeared, Malcom X has writ-
ten an article in which he says
that Negroes would fare bettet
under Goldawter than under
Johnson. Neither of them is any
good, Malcolm declares. But Bar-
ry is the lesser of two evils. Bar-
ry is a wolf and LBJ is a fox.
•
•
•
•
•
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By MAYO TOAL FORNISS
School is the BIG NEWS. Having just said HELLO
•to the College set coming in from summer school, we.
are now saying GOODBYE as they return for the Fall
session. WELCOME and good wishes to the new in-
structors, many of them assigned to their alma maters.
X-Cel Super Store No. IV
opened with a bang and join-
ed the ranks of 'Firsts.' JOB
Dickson, store manager is
justly proud of the beautiful,
well
-stocked supermarket that
is giving employment to many.
persons. It is really a show-
place.
It is new home add  for
so many friends ousted by the
freeway. Falling in the cate-
gory are Mrs. J. H. Shepherd
end Rove Coleman who are
In Tiftlesville: Vernon Cook
in Roseland Heights: Mrs. Lu-
la Pickett; Marcella White and
Sarah Hooper.
The Screening Committee of
Alabama State Teachers Asso-Qkiation is seeking applicantsor the position of executive
secretary. Persons interested
in the position are requested
to submit applications to the
chairman of the committee,
Charles A. Brown at Brighton
High School, Brighton, Ala-
bama. Other members of the
Committee are R. H. Dobbins,
W. A. Rice, C. M. Mitchell, W.
F. Chambers, J. Carter, and
James A. Smith. This commit-
tee will submit its report to
the Executive Committee for
action.
• • •
The Robert Jemisons of
Nashville motored down and
were overnight guests of the
A. D. Shores. Rev. and Mrs.
John T. Porter and sons will
visit with relatives and friends
in Detroit as he attends the
National Baptist Convention.
Birmians attending the Nation-
al Baptist Convention include
The Reverends Solomon Oren-
haw, G. W. Slone, N. H.
mith.
Sixteenth Street Baptist
Church is again occupying the
church sanctuary, after a
month long dedication observ-
Ince.
thadon Mee motored to
Dayton, Ohio to take daughter
Patricia to school. Atty. k Mrs.
Orsell Billingsley attended the
Democratic Convention in At-
lantic City.
Mrs. Ross Miller of Los
Angeles is guest of the Thom-
as Gardners.
Mary Ella Rash was hostess
to her club at the Ballard
House.
The Ravens included friends
in their meeting at the Show-
case.
• • •
Superior Ten had a gala Pic-
nic at Sandrldge Country Club
e
with loads of picnic goodies.
Dean George W. Jones of
Miles College attended a Work-
shop for School and College
Administrators at Peabody
College in Nashville.
George Boyd. guidance
Counselor at Parker High and
president of X-Cel Super
Stores, is home after a fruit-
ful summer at Boston Univer-
sity.
Marie Moore came down
from Jackson, Tennessee and
was guest of friends for sever-
al days.
Daisy Grey Jones is back in
circulation after surgery.
Proud parents, Barbara
Franklin, Ken and Harold
Kerr, Jr.
• • •
Jessie Saffoe is the new
principal at Eureha Elemen-
tary School. Mona Rae Nor-
man was awarded a teaching
fellowship at Indiana Univer-
sity as she works towards her
doctorate.
Get Well wishes to Ruth
Shivers McGhee who under-
went surgery: Florita Mee
RH) Jamison: N. H. Guinn:
Mine. J. H. Hollins.
Mrs. 011ie Granger is vaca-
tioning in Cleveland.
Our sympathy to the fami-
lies of Mrs. Loretta and Baby
Jerry Jones; Louis Bentley.
and Will Brown, to Annie Mae
Thompson in the death of her
father, Moss Thompson.
Mrs. Essie Reid, retired Jef-
ferson County teacher, was
funeralized from Mt. Moriah
M. E. Church.
Claude Jones was really the
surprised one when wife Helen
invited relatives and friends to
share a barbecue dinner and
birthday cake with him at the
home of the M. S. Joneses in
Inglenook.
Plans are underway to per-
fect the W. E. Shortridge Me-
morial Scholarship Fund. Nor-
man Randall is chairman.
• • •
Mt. Hilliard Baptist Church
will observe Youth Day on
September 20th. Rev. C. F.
Williams is minister, Charlene
Harris is chairman.
Macedonia Baptist Church
Ensley honored its pastor, Rev.
W. M. Norwood, with the an-
nual appreciation.
Helen Shamb/ey is off to
New York for a visit before
flying to Haney, Germany.
Vermeils Alford is in New
York for a brief visit.
First Ebenezer Baptist
Church will celebrate their
eleventh Assembly Day Rally
on September 27th. The Rev.
J. N. McNeil is the minister.
Greater Lily Star Baptist
Church will celebrate their
tenth anniversary of the Num-
ber Two Usher Board on Sep-
tember 20th. The Rev. J. S.
Myles is the pastor.
TENNESSEE
JOHNSON CITY
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
Rev. and Mrs. John C. Bruce,
and family from Portland,
Maine, are now • In the city.
Rev. J. C. Bruce is the new
pastor of St. Paul AME Zion
Church. He is ex-pastor of
Greene Moral A ME Zion
Church of the same city.
ROW. George F.'Manego has
attended a session of the Ken-
lucky • Tennessee District
Methodist Conference in Nash.
vine. The Quarterly Religious
Congress was held with St.
Mary's General Assembly
Church of The First Born. 522
Wilson Ave. from Aug. 12-16,
with the Rev. Mrs. Helen Pat-
• 
eterson as host pastor.
Bishop T. S..Greene of Mem-
phis, presided. Elder W. S.
Shanklin is State Prince.
Mrs. Dolly McIntyre, 84,
died Aug. 10. The remains
were shipped to Marion, N. C.
for funeral and interment with
Dockery Funeral Home in
charge. She was survived by
one son, Gordon McIntre and
other relatives.
• • •
The final rites for Mrs. Tula
McC/atchey, 87, who died Aug,
3, were held at Thankful Bap-
tist Church on the afternoon
of Aug. 6, with Rev. J.P. Bir-
chette, Jr. officiating. She
was a member of .Thankful
Baptist Church. She is survi-
ved by two sons, Leroy Mc-
• 
AsiClatchey of this city and Wil-
liaml, McClatchey of Dubbin,
Va.; two daughters, Mrs. Carrie
B. McClatchey of New York
and Mrs. Lolo Phillips of
Miami, Plc; and other rela-
West Lawn Cemetery with
Birchette Mortuary in charge.
The final rites for Mrs. Ada
McKinney, MI, who died Aug.
7, were held from Friendship
cago with her cousin, Mrs. Em-
ma Jean Moore, and her tam-
ily.
Lemon Taylor of the Sand
Creek community died in his
home Friday night, Sept. 4, aft-
er a brief illness. He was the
father of Mrs. All e Beauty
Ware and Dan Taylor of Stark-
ville.
CORINTH
By REV. W. W. HAMILTON
The St. Mark Missionary
Baptist Church held its regular
service, at which time the pas-
tor. Rev. R. S. Pickens, presch-
ed.
Guests were Rev. Fred Dun-
lap from Lima. Ohio, and Rev.
W. W. Hamilton from Corinth.
The funeral service for Gen-
nie Boyd was held at the Old
Danville CME Church at Bie-
gerville, Miss. Eulogy was by
Rev. Welch, the pastor.
Burial was in the Old Dan-
ville Cemetery, with Grayson
Funeral Home in charge,ef all
arrangements.
Rev. Fred Dunlap from
Lima, Ohio, preacher at the
Antioch Missionary Baptist
Church in Corinth.
Among guests were Rev. R.
S. Pickens, Rev. Sam Jones,
and Rev. G. R. Damon. Col-
lection was $20.
Funeral services for Mrs.
Azzie Lee Agnew, gardner,
were held at the Meigg Street
Church of Christ in Corinth
with eulogy by the pastor of
the church.
Burial was in the Forest Hill
Cemetery, with Lusk Funeral
Home in charge of all arrange-
ments.
TENNESSEE
JACKSON
By C. A. AGNEW
4very Francis of Houston,
Texas, was a weekend visitor
with his mother, Mrs. Flaeelia
Dunlap, and his son, Victor
Davis, at 491 S. Liberty St.
They attended worship serv-
ices together at Liberty CME
Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wit.
Harrison of 114 Merry St., at-
tended the marriage of their
niece, Miss Elizabeth Prather.
to Freddie Thompson in the
borne of the bride's parents
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Prather atSurvivors include her parents,
Paducah, Ky.
A massive reception was
next in order for the newly-
weds, who were recipients of
many valuable and useful gifts.
Funeral services for Mrs.
Parthalia Robinson, one of
Dyersburg's oldest citizens,
were held at Salters Chapel
AME Church. She was widely
known for her work in the in-
terest of the AME Church in
Tennessee. Survivors include
her son Crawford L. Robinson,
of Robinson Business College
here in Jackson; and one foster
daughter, Miss Ruth Strayhorn
of Dyersburis 
 as
Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Spencer of
Bemis, Tenn., and one aunt,
Mrs. Edna Perry of Chicago,
ARKANSAS
BATES VILLE
By REV. MATTIE WATKINS
The Missionary Society met
Friday evening at Bethel AME
Church. President is Mrs.
Maud Kandrey. Rev. Z. E. Mit-
hum is pastor.
The Bible Band met Thurs-
day evening.
The Lafferty Memorial
Methodist Church presented •
program Sunday. Sept. 13 at
3 p.m. Rev. L. T. Thompson is
pastor
Mrs. Mamie Flemmy has
gone to Los Angeles, Calif. She
w a s accompanied by her'
daughter, Mrs. Lula Pell and
family.
• • •
Mrs. Callie Crarrens spent
the weekend in Little Rock
visiti n g her daughter, Mrs.
Baptist Church on the after- Church with the Rev. J. D. At_ Willie Ray Muchison, and
noon of Aug. 11. with E. W. wafer officiating. Burial was family.
Norris officiating. The deceits. In Mt. Olivet Cemetery with Miss Ardean Smith now
ed was • member of Friend- Bledso• Funeral Home in teaches school in Tuckerman,
ship Baptist Church. charge. Survivors include fourArk.
She was choirter of the sen-
ior choir of the same church.
She is survived by Mrs. Mil-
dred Thomason, and Mrs.
Beatrice Moody, both of Day-
ton, Ohio, and other relatives.
Interment occurred in West
Lawn Cemetery with J. D.
Ledford funeral director in
charge.
MISSISSIPPI
STARK VILLE
By LEANDY MOORE
Mrs. Annie W. Eddins of
Chicago, spent several days
home recently due to the ill-
ness of her fathe r, Willie
Evans.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hardy
spent last weekend in St. Louis,
Mo. to attend the funeral of
one of her relatives
Miss Earlie Nolen, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Nolen
of McCalley. Miss., is one of
the new teachers at Henderson
High School and is one of the
English and French instruc-
tors. She is making her home
with Mr. and Mrs. Forrest
Smith on Apple St.
The students who left home
last week to enter college for
their freshman year were Miss
Rebecca Gandy, Rust College
Holly Springs, Miss.: George
Leonard, Xavier University,
New Orleans, La.; Jim Timms,
Jackson State College.
Miss Gwendolyn Morris re-
turned home Labor Day after
tives. Interment occurred in spending the summer in Chi-
Services for Edward (Edd)
Evans were held at the First
Baptist Church with Rev. J
M. Cunningham and Rev. T
Grimes officiating. Burial was
in St. Luke Cemetery with
Ford Funeral Horne in charge.
Survivors include three sons
and three daughters-in-law.
Services for Mrs. Lula Puckett
Exum, held at St. Paul CME
A HEARTY WELCOME TO
Dr. Alexander Gardner. left, professor of
Physics, and at right, Warren I.. Pollan.,
Instructor in physics, and Dr. Walter Dan-
iel, professor, all new teachers who report-
ed last week for duty at A di T College, are
doing fine, along With Mrs.
Terry's husband, Till.
Ed C. Hopper of Marion.
Ala. and his daugther-in-law.
Mrs. Erma L. Hopper of Brew-
*diet& left the city recently
to visit relatives and friends
in Fort Wayne, Ind.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Wil-
son and their daughter, Katy,
are back in the city after en-
daughters. on. son, three sis- Allen Damon will be •
ten and a hod of other rela-
tives.
Women's Day was held at
the First Baptist Church in
Medina, last Sunday. Mrs. Ar-
va Robinson of this city was
the guest speaker at 2:90 p.m.
The Rev, J. H. Curry is pastor.
P. B. Pegues Lodge No. 358,
Jackson Lodge No. 72, McKin-
ley Lodge No. 117, Hope Lodge
No. 144 and Medon Lodge No.
368 F.&A.M. presented Prince
Hall and Americanism Day at
Berean Baptist Church last
Sunday at 3 p.m. Worshipful
Master Daily Greer of McKin-
ley No. 117, was in charge of
the services. Rev. A. L. Camp-
bell is pastor.
• • •
Women's Day was observed
at Home Baptist Church Sun-
day, Sept. 20. Mrs. Ola Mae
Mathews of Morning Star Bap-
tist Church, was guest speak-
er at 3 p.m. At 7:30 p.m. Mrs.
Emma Harhaway of Mt. Olivet
Baptist Churc h, Clarksville,
Tenn., was the guest speaker,
Mrs. Bell is general chairman;
Mrs. Kohlm, secretary; Rev,
T. Grimes, pastor.
The Glovinia Art and Garden
Club of Humboldt, Tenn., pre-
sented its annual Flower and
Art show Sunday afternoon at
4 in the library of Stigall High
School. This fashion and style
show featured some of the best
dressed women of West Ten.
freshman at Arkansas Baptist
College. Allen is a graduate
of Batesville High School.
Artthur N. Montgomery will
be a freshman at Philander
Smith College, Little Rock.
Miss Mary Lue McBurn will
be a freshman at AM & N
College in Pine Bluff.
• • •
Miss Linda Lue Ramsey
will be a sophomore at AM &
N. College in Pine Bluff, Miss
Ramsey is a graduate of Bates-
ville High School
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Kennard
and son of Little Rock were
weekend guests of his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Tyree Kennard.
Mrs. Luesendia Pennix is a
patient in Dr, Gray's Hospital
• • •
Mrs. Mabel Pill is recuperat-
ing at her home.
Mrs. Bula Brown of New-
port visited her parents, Rev.
and Mrs. Cy Watkins Friday.
Rev. and Mrs. R. C. Scribner
attended services at Walnut
Ridge Sunday.
Rev. and Mrs. Albert St.
Clair attended services at La-
cross, Ark. Sunday morning.
ALABAMA
BESSEMER
By G. W. IVEY
Mrs. Mary Terry gave birth
to an 8-pound, 4-ounce baby
myysee. Mrs. W. S. Vance is girl, Phyllis Elane, born Aug.
president. 12 at Lloyd Noland Hospital.
Funeral services for Fred Mrs. Terry and the baby are
Trice were held at Home Bap-
tist Churc h, with Rev. T.
Grimes officiating. Burial was
in Elmwood Cemetery with
Ford Funeral Home in charge.
Mr. Trice was a retired em-
ployee of the G.M.&0. Railroad
Co. after 45 years of service.
He was also a member of Home
Baptist Church. Survivors in-
clude his wife, Mrs. L. Trice,
one brother, James Trice of 70ying a vacation with rela-
incinnati, Ohio; six sisters tives and friends in Charles-
and other relatives. His ne- ton, W. Va.
phews served as pallbearers. Get well wishes to Mrs. Ma-
Services for Mrs. Alvan& mie Lollar, sister of John
Spencer Booth of Chicago, • Ill., Young; George Reese, who re-
were held here at Rock Tem. cently suffered a heart attack
ple Church of God in Christ, and was a patient at the Vet-
with Elder J. E. Poindexter of- erans Hospital; T. G. Merri-
ficiating. Burial was in Cain erans Hospital; Westley Sam-
Creek Cemetery with Stephen- weather, also a patient at Vet-
Shaw Funeral Home in charge. ple University; Mrs. Fannie
Foreman, Mrs. Mary Alice
Sipp, Mrs. Susie Barker, and
Arter King.
TRUSS VILLE
By L. R. MEYERS
In the absence of Rev. T. C.
Williams, who was attending
the National Baptist Conven-
tion in Los Angeles, Calif., the
Rev. A. Jackson conducted
services Sunday at the Mt.
Canaan Baptist Church.
The Rev. Frank Gunn spoke
Sunday morning at the Mt.
Canaan Church.
The afternoon service fea-
tured the lltb annual Men's
Day Celebration and an in-
spirational message for the oc-
casion was delivered by Rev.
Jackson.
Miss Daisy Mae Allen left
Saturday for an indefinite stay
with her brother, Horace Al-
len, and family of New York.
Rev. H. J. Lane, pastor of
Mt. Joy Baptist Church, was
guest speaker on a program
held at the Liberty Baptist
Church Sunday in Pinson.
LOUISIANA
GRAMBLING
By ALICE BROWN SMITH
The main street of our town
A&T'S NEW /NS TRUCTORS
welcomed by Dr. Maria Diaz, left renter,
Professor of physics. Three-new instruct-
ors were among ill-new faculty members
who joined the college group this fall.
Pope Backs Negroes In
Rights Fight: Dr. King
VATICAN CITY — (UPI) —
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
the American Negro leader,
said Pope Paul VI told him that
"I am a friend of the Negro
people."
King talked to newsmen in
St. Peter's Square following a
half hour private audience
with the Pope.
"I had a very fruitful and
friendly meeting with the
Pope," Dr. King said.
"The Pope was crystal clear
about the fact that both he
personally and the Catholic
Church support the - aye of
civil rights."
is as shiny and scrubbed as
the faces of the six-year-olds
just beginning school.
Mending nicely at home
is Mrs. Dorothy Humphrey
after a stint in the hospital.
Many faces have returned to
the local scene after jaunts
over the U.S.A. as well as Eu-
rope. Among European travel-
ers this summer were Mee.
dames Theresa Garner, Fidel-
is Johnson, Anita Auzenne,
Miss Amanda Talton, Dr. Lou-
is Goodwin and Dr. Lee Per-
kins.
It was California for yours
truly, Mrs. A. T. Downs, Mrs.
Ethel Garner, Mrs. Bessie Mc-
Kinney, Mrs. Louella Good-
win, Mrs. Dorothy Humphrey
and Miss Jacqueline Slaugh-
ter.
• • •
The summer was accented
by the knot-tying of pretty
Lillian Rose Robinson and
James Watkins. Vows were re-
peated in New Rocky Valley
Baptist Church before friends
and relatives. September vows
were said by pretty Barbara
Bailey and Michael Wynn in
St. Benedict's Catholic Church.
Both couples received loads of
gifts.
Up Ruston way the Win.
fr•cl C. Fosters held open
house Sept. 6. Friends by the
donna joined the Fosters in
their well - appointed new
home. Many gifts were re-
ceived by the 'Fosters.
Fred Ellis, Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Ellis, Sr., has
accepted a position in Shreve-
port as a member of the Wal-
nut Hill School faculty.
• • •
Rev. Mose Pleasure, Jr., pas-
tor of New Rocky Valley Bap-
tist Church, atended the Na-
tional Baptist Convention in
Detroit last week.
Miss Connie Jones, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Jones,
has returned to Lincoln Uni-
versity, Jefferson City, Mo.,
for her junior year in school.
If you have news for me,
call 6303.
MISSISSIPPI
GOODMAN
. By
PEARLEANE BILLINGSLEA
The second Sunday was reg-
ular service day at Goodman
Baptist Church. Rev. F. L.
Gray preached on the text, "In
the beginning was the word."
Mrs. Linzell Nelson and chil-
dren are home after spending
three months in Jackson, Miss.
Mrs. Flisha Brooks is on the
sick list after being ill for
two weeks and living alone.
She has gone to live with her
daughter, Mrs. Irine Sallis, in
Attala County.
TENNESSEE
NEWBERN
By ARCHIE WOODS
Robert Lee Watson from
Chicago was the guest of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dewitt
Watson, last weekend
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Ellis
and granddaughter Linda Ellis
visited with relatives in
Charleston, Mo.. Sunday.
Rev. and Mrs. A. D. Whit-
ten Whittemoore were guests
n the home of Prof. and Mrs.
Paul Thomason in Dyersburg,
Tenn. Sunday.
• • •
Several persons from New-
bern attended the funeral of
.1. W. Tates Sunday at Good
Hope St. Matthew Church. Rev.
M. Tyce officiated. H. K Hud-
son was the undertaker.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Roper,
Mrs. Robert' Hillis, and Allen
Herrion were guests in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
Hamilton Tuesday night for
dinner.
Remaining on the critical
sick list are Emerson Roper.
Edd Atkins, and Client Has-
kins.
DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
Mrs. Aussie Wiggians, Mrs.
Annie William, and Mrs. Euer_
bener Firer are much improv-
ed.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Watson
are proud parents of a baby
girl, born last week.
• • •
Gordon William from Wash. 
villais visiting with his wife
Mrs. Birdie A. William, and
son Darrick.
Rev. Tyce from Tabernacle
Baptist Church, Dyersburg,
closed a successful revival
meeting at St. John Baptist
Church at Newborn Friday
night.
Thirteen converts were
made and 12 person added to
the Baptist church. Collection
was $178.09.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Bailey
from Humboldt, Tenn., visited
with their sisters, Mrs. Essie
Bailey Scott and Mrs. Beatrice
Rucker.
Isaac Rucker from Fremont,
Ohio, visited with his mother
over the weekend. Mr. Isaac
was accompanied by Shelton
Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Roper
from East Chicaago, Ind., Mr.
and Mrs. Louis Smith from
Dyersburg, Tenn., Mrs. Ed-
ward Roper, Mrs. Robert
Harris, and Mrs. Isaac Hamil-
ton visited with Mrs. Maggie
Mai Wyatt and Mrs. Blanch
Saunderson in Tipptonville,
Tenn, Sunday,
ARKANSAS
BATES VILLE
By REV. MATTIE WATKINS
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Harden
and Mrs. 'Ruth M. Waldrup of
Indio, Calif. were guests in the
home of Rev. and Mrs. W. J.
Daniels
Mrs. "'Hattie Wills is ill in
Dr. Grays Hospital.
Financial report for the
men's and women's program
Sunday at Bethel A.M.E.
Church showed that 0274.05
CHOIR & PULPIT
GOWNS
All Colors and Color
Combinations
edges for Ushers end
Organisations
OILIRCII FURNITURE DEPT,
Pulpils, Pees, Corm. Toblis
Lowest Prices Availoble
WRITE FOR FREE CATSLOS
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701 M SLICE. 45W/tit/M0ll St . S.W.
WeekIngten 3, Atlanta 3, Georgie
was raised.
Local guest churches partici-
pating were Friendship Bap-
tist Church, Lafftey Metho-
dist, and Bethlehem Baptist
Church.
Miss Ardean Smith was
guest speaker.
• •
The annual observance of
Women's Day was held Sun-
day, Aug. 23, at Bethlehem
Baptist Church. Guest speaker
was the wife of Rev. Albert
St. Clair, Mrs. Albert St. Clair.
Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. A. M.
Miller atended the dedication
services for Arkansas Baptist
College gym in Little Rock.
Mr. Miller was one of the
speakers for the meeting and
is president of the national
alumni.
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Hardly anybody who lives in this community can truth-
fully say, "I can't find anything to do. . ." One night truth-
fully say, "I have so many places to go that I can hardly
find the time to make them all. ." The secret is, don't try
to make them all but don't stay home worrying about
those you mimed . .. there is variety .. as the various club
groups and institutions will attest. ..
• • •
MRS. GRACE C. BRANDON was hostess to the SEQUINS
BRIDGE CLUB last week. Members trekked out to her love-
ly home in Oakville and spent the evening in a relaxed game
of bridge and enjoyed the tasty menu of peppered steak
and homegrown vegetables. Having recessed for the sum-
mer, this was the initial meeting of the season...
• • •
LAS DOCE AMIGOS entertained some of the models
who will participate in their Fashion Extravaganza, Sunday,
October 4 at the Sarah Brown Branch YWCA, on Wednesday
of last week. Models present were MRS. P. L. ROWE, MRS.
JUDY EILAND, RUTHIE LAGRONE, BIRDEEN GOLDEN,
MRS. ROSE GOODMAN, GERI DOUTHET and JEAN HAR-
RIS. Other guests were LEE ANNA THELMON, and SAM-
UEL SPANN.
Commentator for the Fashion Extravaganza will be
. MARTHA JEAN STEINBERG, now featured on WCHB Ra-
dio, Detroit, Michigan with the program, "Homemakers's De-
light." Formerly with ,a radio station here in the Bluff City,
where for eight years she was heard on such progrms as "The
Homemaker Show"; "Nite Spot": "Boy Meets Girl" and Prem-
ium Stuff," she has made great strides in the MOTOR City.
She has monopolized most of the affairs which require fash-
ion commentary, and her services are constantly in demand.
. Martha Jean has a quality rare in female personalities in
show business ... she is liked by other women ...
Members of the club are RUTHY HENDERSON, DENISE
HAWKINS, DEBORAH PATTERSON, BOBBIE NELSON,
DESSIE LEE, ANN FLETCHER, PEARL HINES, SHIRLEY
SMITH, LOIS GILDER, JULIA ATKINS, JOAN GOLDEN
and GERALDINE MILLER.
• • •
THE WOMEN OF EMMANUEL EPISCOPAL CHURCH
entertained with a Baby Shower for MRS. BETTY ATKINS,
wife of the rector of Emanuel, who expects their second childin October, The very pretty affair, was held Saturday, Sep-
tember 19 at the home of MRS. W. 0. SPEIGHT, JR., and
attended by many ladies of the parish.
Many handsome and useful gifts were received by the
,honoree who observed as she opened them, that many of the
'members were anticipating a baby boy . by the predom-inance of Blue among the gifts. . .
A LOVELY CENTERPIECE of tiny baby figurines . . .depicting babies in fairlyland was the conversation piece
which adorned the serving table. A delicious frappe was)
served with cookies. Gifts were placed in a unique and at-
tractive setting of a simulated serving cart, with yellow rib-bons, made by MRS. JOSEPHINE BRIDGES, chairman of Idecorations.
Sharing the opening of the gifts was little KAREN
ATKINS, who will be one year old this week, and who came
with her father, FATHER ATKINS, for this part of the even-ing.
Members of the committee present for this occasion wereMRS. KATHERINE THORNTON, chairman, MRS. DORISSODDEN, co-chairman, and vice president of Emanuel Wom-
en; MRS. W. 0. SPEIGHT, SR., MRS. MARJORIE ULEN,MRS. HELEN SHELBY, MRS. LEAVA LEWIS, MRS. BER-THA McRAE, MRS. T. H. WATKINS, MRS. 0, B, BRAITH-WAITE and MRS. DOROTHY WESTBROOK.
• * •
CONTINUING THE FAMILY TRADITION of academic
excellence is MISS ANGELA OWEN, personable daughter ofMR. and MRS. WILLIAM F. OWEN, who has been apppint-ed to the faculty of Albany State College, Albany, Ga., asinstructor in psychology. BILL sand ADDIE OWEN accom-panied their daughter in her new car, a graduation gift . . .
when she reported last week for her new position at Albany.
A graduate of Spelman College, her mother§ alma mater,
Miss Owen also studied at the University of Vienna, in Aus-
tria: and received the Master's degree in clinical psychology
at Fisk University this past June.
• • •
DR. AND MRS. A. F. SAVILLE accompanied by theirdaughter. JULIE, left last week for Waltham, Mass., wherethey enrolled JULIE at Brandeis University. Julie graduate'in June from Hamilton High School as salutatorian of he'class. They planned to make a few stops enroute, includingNew York for some shopping . . . before continuing on toparticipate in the very interesting program awaiting new
students .. . and all visiting parents.
• • •
HOUSTON-TILLOTSON COLLEGE at Austin. Texas is
claiming two of the Bluff City's own . . . MISS LINDAJOYCE HARGRAVES. vivacious daughter of Mr. and Mrs.Allen Hargraves, 1254 Quinn Ave. and NORRIS C. WALTER,handsome son of Mr. and Mrs. Norris C. Walter, 838 IokaAve. , • Another Hargraves daughter, JOAN BERNICE,leaves next week for Morgan Stale college, Baltimore, Md
where she will begin her second year there.
MISS BETTY JACKSON, an honor graduare of BookerT. Washington High school. is home after spending six weeksat Exeter Prep School, on a scholarship. Students were en-rolled from 45 states, and courses offered were English and
mathematics.
Miss Jackson states that the experience was very re-
warding. Besides the usual study, two hour periods, four days
a week was set aside for sports: tennis, lacrosse, hockey and
swimming. For enrichment, the school provided the students
with beach trips twice a week, concerts, plays, sight-seeing
tours, and dances.
'FASHIONS IN SPLENDOR'
Members of Las Dace Amigos will present "Fashions in
Splendor." a fashion show for the benefit of the Pente-
costal Temple Nursery and Day Care center on Sunday.
Oct. 4, and among those models participating will be the
six shown here. From left are Mrs. Rose Goodman, Mrs.
Judy Eland. Mrs. Ruthie LaGrone, Mrs. Birdeen Golden,
Mrs. P. L. Rowe and Miss Geri Douthet. Other models in
MRS. N. A. RI Rh,
•
The Memphis chapter of Phi
Beta Sigma fraternity has made
plans for its first scholarship
dance, Friday, Oct. 2. Theme of
the affair is "A Night On the
Town," which is an annual
project being observed by
chapters throughout the coun-
try.
Proceeds from the dance will
be earmarked for aid to some
:young men attending .college,Harvest Day Tea (especially those with financial
Tickets may be obtained
from Sigma members. Chair-
men are Omar R. Robinson. Jr.,Mr. and Mrs. James H. 
Nesby Blanchard and under-Boyce and their four children The annual Harvest Day Tea, graduates Harwell Cooper andhave returned to their home 
sponsored by Mt. Olive CME Bob Stamps.in Detroit after visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Thomas of Cathederal, has been set for
Mrs. Boyce. 
St., parents of Sunday, Sept. 27 at the Abe
.Scharff YMCA, 254 S. Lauder-
Also visited were Boyce's dale St., from 4 to 6 p.m.
mother, Mrs. Callie Boyce, and General chairman of the tea
his borther and sister-in-law, is Mrs. Minnie L. Allen. Pub-
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Boyce of licity chairman is Mrs. Mar-
2470 Vandale. garet Brooks. Rev. T. C. Light.
Mr. and Mrs. James Boyce foot is pastor of the church.
in St. Louis. tend the tea. 
Rowan, who was appointedand family visited an uncle The public is invited to at-
as of 815 N. Claybrook St. by President Johnson as di-
The soldier was entertained rector of USIA, succeeded Ed.
Fewer Job Prospects
For Negro Teenagers
, WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
A Negro teen-ager has less
'chance of finding a job than
Ihe would have 10 years ago.
I That is the' clear meaning
of a special Labor Department
breakdown on teen-age unem-
ployment by color and sex.
Joblessness among all
youngsters from 14 to 19 years'
old is now about IS per cent
is less than that of white
;youths, and often the educa-
tion that non-whites do obtain
is of inferior quality.
"Even among high school
graduates, the unemployment
rate for non-whites is about
I double that of whites."
From 1948 to 1954 the job-
less rates for white and non-Announces Her Sept. 12 Marriage three times the rate forl white teen-age boys were
Americans in all age catego— about the same.
Mrs. Samella Taper of 550 The bride is employed at the ries: But since then, unemploy-
Wells St., announces the recent Tennessee Psychiatric Hbspit-, But the unemployment rate ment among Negro youths has
marriage of her daughter.' al and Institute. The bride-' for Negro boys was running climbed much more rapidly ALeverne Crenshaw to Neville groom recently retired from at 24.4 per cent in the first than it did for their white
Marriage vows were ex- spent 20 years. He is a native of rate for Negro girls was a spects of Negro girls have 
GETS INTERNSHIPA. Burks. the U.S. Army where he had eight months of this year. The counterparts. The job pros-
H. Herring, pastor of St. Paul The new Mrs. Burks attend- 21/2 times the jobless rate for Of course, all teen-agers are 
Dr. Dorothy Prince, professor
,changed before Rev. Samuel St. Thomas, Virgin Islands. startling 33.6 per cent — or shown a corresponding dip.
Baptist church, in his church ed Owen college. white girls, having more trouble findingoffice during a private cere-, The couple will establish
mony, Sept, 12. residence here in Memphis 
What's more, the labor de-' work because of the surge in
partment study concludes, the
_ _
'gap between white and Negro
unemployment rates has been
increasing for the past decade, a relative decline in the num.
The Labor Department re- ber of jobs available for them
port concluded: in the unskilled and semi-skill-
Henry Thompson of 413 Ar- elia Barr, junior, of 868-D teen-agers in the labor market These are the jobs many
"The problems of non-white ed category.
'Wa/ker, tied for the position are increased by discrimina- youngsters obtain because they;go Road, a senior at LeMoyne,
of secretary. A new vote is tion and by lower educational require little education, train-is the new president of the
,i an affair given by his grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Thomas of 2408 Vandale St.
Student Council Officers
Led By Henry Thompson
44.,01101)
the show at the Sarah Brown branch of the YWCA will
be Jean Harris, Ann Crump, Polly Swayze, Gwendolyn
Walton, Doris Bowers, Ralena Porter, Tealie McClandon
and Rose Caviness. The commentary will be given by
Martha Jean Steinberg. Samuel Spann will be featured at
the piano. (McChriston Photo).
Detroilirs Visit
Relatives Here
Sewing Club T
Sell Wares At
Annual Bazaar
Members of the Stitch and
Chat Sewing Club will offer
their wares to the public at
the club's annual Bazaar to be
held on Saturday, Oct, 3 in the
home of Mrs. Julia Leonard of
1623 Miller St.
Club members made final
plans for the event when they
met last Wednesday at the
ihome of Mrs. Corine Cochran
lof 39 Beleair drive.
A wide variety of needle
craft will benefit the club's
scholarship fund.
Mrs. Mary Jordan of 1535
Livewell el. will be hostess for
the club's next regular meet-
ing.
Mrs. Ruth 0. Buike is sec-
retary of the club and Mrs. Eva
Hill reporter.
Phi Beta Sigma
To Give Dance
For Scholarship
Set For Sunday
college's council, scheduled for the post.
I Thompson, transfer student
Ifrom Chicago Teachers College.
entered LeMoyne last year.
Miss Emily A. Pettig,,
a senior, of 816 Polk, is
president of the council.
• • • 
/ Other officers are Miss Var-
nell E. Logan, a senior, of 1612
South Third. treasurer; Rod-
crick Diggs Jr., a sophomore.,
of 1014 Woodlawn, :chaplain;
William Lambert, junior, of 235
South Lauderdale, business
,manager; Marion G. Brewer,
, sophomore, 519 Edith, parlia-
mentarian; Leon Mitchell, jun-;
:ior, of 588 Wicks, student-fac-
ulty representative, and Miss
'Hazel Glover, sophomore. of.
2545 Park, assistant secretary.1
Betty stated, "At Exeter I had as much fun as I had 
Miss Irma Jean Ezell, senior,
work .. . and can assure you that I worked hard. I hope 
of _48_3 Wicks. and Miss Cath-• HENRY TIOYMPSON
_
other students who have the opportunity, will take advant-
age of it." She will enter Memphis State this fall. 
MRS. LONNIE BRISCOE, MRS. THOMAS DOGGETT, MRS.
WALTER EVANS, MRS. WILLIAM HAWKINS, MRS. A. E.
THE ALPHABETTES ARE BUSILY making final prep- BONE, MRS. ONZIE BORNE, MRS. JOANN JOHNSON,
orations for their annual CHAMPAGNE LUNCHEON to be 'MRS. SHIRLEY GUNN, MRS. H. T. LOCKARD, MRS. WIL-
held Saturday, October 3, 12:30 p.m. Ellis Auditorium, for LIAM MARDIS MRS WILLIE E. LINDSEY, JR., MRS. WAL.
the benefit of the Orange Mound Day Nursery. TER MARTIN, MRS. W. T. McDANIEL, MRS. LOGAN T.
MRS. NELL NORTHCROSS, president announced the MITCHELL, MRS. EDISON MORRISON, MRS. THERON
luncheon•committee. Luncheon chairman is MRS. DOROTHY NORTHCROSS, MRS. CHARLES PATTERSON, JR., MRS.
WESTBROOK, MRS. GLORIA LINDSEY, ticket chairman FRED RIVES MRS WILLIAM ROBERTSON, W. 0.
with MRS. MAVIS DOGGETT, co-ticket chairman; MRS. SPEIGHT, JR., MRS. JAMES SWEARINGEN, MRS.
DOROTHY EVANS who has engaged Wesley Tan, fashion CHARLES TARPLEY, MRS. WATICINS, MRS. JOSEPH
designer of note, is chairman of fashions. Co-chairman of WESTBROOKS. MRS. HAROLD WI4ALUM, MRS. ERNEST
fashions is MRS. JOANN JOHNSON who will train the L. YOUNG, MRS. W., H. YOUNG, MRS, JETHRO ALEXAN-
models. The, Aphabettes will he the first to Present Mr. Tan DER, MRS. G. L. ROBINSON, MRS. CHARLES PINKSTON,
for an appearance in the South. MRS. W. W. GIBSON, MRS. AARON POWELL, MRS. JOE
Narrator for the show will be MRS. JEWEL SPEIGHT; YOUNG, and MRS. E. W. REED.
MRS. JOSEPHINE BRIDGES, decorations chairman. Publici- COLEMAN CHAPEL CME CHURCH, Argyle Street, will
ty committee includes MRS. MARIA PINKSTON, MRS. IDA observe Women's Day on Sunday, September 27, Speaker at
1 ROBINSON, and MRS. LOIS TARPLEY. 11:00 cm, services will be Mrs. Willie Mae McCulley; 3:00
Alphabettes busily selling tickets for the October 3 affair p.m, services, speaker will be Mrs. Clarice Avant, Mrs. Lucille
. are: MRS. CHARLES BELL, IOW ANDERSON BRIDGES, Price is chairman, Rev, P. A. Hamilton, pastor,
c, •, • ••• aria - •F•e•-• • • r, . 
• 
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attainment, The per cent of
non-white teen-agers in school
the teen population as a re-
suit of the postwar "baby
boom." This was coupled with
ing or skill, the Labor Depart-
ment reported.
ANYTHING FOR A PICTURE, MR PRESIDENT
A news photographer bikes to the ground for a better van-
tage point as resident Johnson walks his beagles, Him and
Her, in Washington, D. C., while conferring informally
with the press on a stroll around tbe White House grounds.
The President announced be will speak in Oklahoma, New
England, Baltimore, and aeveland during the neat few
weeks. — (UPI Telephoto)
Returns To Camp
After Visit Here
James A. Thomas has re-
turned to( Camp Ft. Hood Tex-
as after visiting his parents
here Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Thom-
of education and psychology
at AhT Collet e, has been
awarded an internship in aca-
demic administration 1 o r
which she will study during
the coming year. The intern-
ship is sponsored by the Ellis
L Phillips Foundation.
Men Of Greenwood
CME Will Present
College Presidents _
Two college presidents wilt%
speak from the pulpit whelBr
annual Men's Day is observed
this Sunday at Greenwood
CME church at 1068 S. Belle- 7
vue Blvd.
During the morning service,
the speaker will be Dr. C. A.
Kirkendoll, president of Lane
college Jackson, Tenn., and
one of the outstanding educa-
tors and religious leaders ni
th
The afternoon address will
lie given by Dr. Hollis F. Price,
president of LeMoyne college.
The public is invited to aikt`
services of the day.
Oliver J. Johnson, Jr., prim,
cipal of Lincoln Junior High
school is general chairman of
the observance and W. L. Por-
ter general chairman.
publicity
Rev. E. L. Brown is pastor
of the church.
Carl Rowan
To Receive
Degree
BALTIMORE, Md.—Carl T.
Rowan, director of the United
States Information Agency,,
will be awarded the honorary
ministration at Morgan Stall
degree of Doctor of Public A
College 10 a.m., Wednesday,
Sept. 30, Dr. Martin Jenkins,
president, announced this
week.
Rowan will deli.yer the ad-
dress at the Matriculation
Convocation to be held at
Hughes Memorial Stadium.
The former Ambassador to
Finland could not receive his
degree and deliver the com-
mencement address in June as
planned because he was called
to Southeast Asia during a
government crisis.
ward R. Murrow.
He achieved national status
as a journalist for the Minne-
apolis Tribune, for which he
covered such events as the
Khrushchev visit to the Mid-
west and the Afro-Asian Coe
ference in Bandung.
Rowan has won three suc-
cessive medallions from Sigma
Delta Chi. He is the author
of four books: South of Free-
dom (1952), The Pitiful and
the Proud (1955), Go South to
Sorrow (1957), and Wait Til
Nest Year (1960).
The first two books were
on the American Library As-
sociation list of "Best Books of
the Year."
Rowan resigned his news
staff position in1961 to become'
deputy assistant secretary for
public affairs of the U.S. De-
partment of State during the
Kennedy administration. Pres-
ident Kennedy later appointed
him Ambassador to Finland.
A native of McMinnville,
Tenn.. Rowan holds the Mas-
ter of Arts Degree from the
to the former V i 1is married 11)
University of Minnesota.
an L. Murphy of Buffalo, N.Y.
-They have three children.
a endar Of Events
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WILLIAM PENNY HACKER, distinguished American
pianist and conductor, will give a morning piano recital, Fri-
day, October 2, in LeMoyne College's Bruce Hall. The pro-
gram will begin at 10:30 am.
This will be the first of a series of concerts scheduled :
by LeMoyne's cutural activities committee.
Mr. Hacker plays about 100 recitals each
season as well as serving as musical direc-
tor of the Virginia Symphony. The Pianist
has 'been described as a "great musician" by
the celebrated pianist Jose Iturbi.
Other concerts scheduled by LeMoyne:
WON-KYUNG CHO, Korean dancer, and
evening concerts, November 23; LEON BIBB.
noted folk singer and balladeer, evening
. Mr. Hacker concert, February 22; and CLAUDIA LIND.
SEY, lyric soprano, day concert, April 26. .
All of the, concerts are open to the public.
( THE BEAUTICIANS 23RD STATE CONVENTION will
convene in Memphis, October 4-7. Mass will be held at St. •
Andrew AME church, 887 S. Parkway E. on Sunday evening,
3:00 p.m. The Clinic be held at Ellis AINditorium, Oc-
tober 5-6. Binquet will be held Monday night, October 5 at
6:00 p.m. at the Sarah Brown Branch Y.W.C.A., Mississippi
at Walker.
• • •
LAS DOCE AMIGOS presents FASHION EXTRAVA-
GANZA, Sunday, October 4, 4:30 p.m. at Sarah Brown Branch
Y.W.C.A. Commentator will be MARTHA JEAN STEIN-
[BERG.
• • •
CHAMPAGNE LUNCHEON, sponsored by the ALPHA-
BETTES, Saturday, October 3, 12:30 p.m. at Ellis Auditorium,
featuring WESLEY TAN, prominent designer. Benefit Orange
Mound Day Nursery,
• • •
EBONY FASHION FAIR sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Wednesday, October 28. 8:00 p.m. ,Featuring crea-
tions of noted American and foreign designers, modeled by
professional models. Benefit of Annuli Scholarship Fund.
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SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1964
FINAL PLANS
Final Plans are being discussed by the above Alphahettes,
who are sponsoring a benefit luncheon and fashion showOct. 3. General chairman of the affair, Mrs. Dorothy West-brook, at the right, is checking on details. Next to her isMrs. Evelyn Robertson, treasurer of the Alphabettes:Mrs. Jewel Speight, who will narrate the fashion show;
DEFENDER Page 9
and Mrs. Nell Northeross, president of the organiration.
Standing, left-right, are: Mrs. Elma 'Maras. co-chairman
of the fashion show; Mrs. Loria Lindses, chairman of
tickets and invitations; Mrs. Joan Johnson chairman of
models; and Mrs. Dorothy Evans, chairman of the fashion
show. (Photo by Ernest Withers).
MEMBERSHIP TROPHYMembership Trophy of the Excelsior Grand Chapter ofTennessee was won by the Rose of Sharon Chapter No.126, Order of the Eastern Star. of Memphis. Holding thetrophy is Mrs. Johnie E. Jenkins, worthy matron of thelocal Prince Hall Affiliated chapter. Standing next to Mrs.Jenkins is Rev. Manuel Parks, worthy patron. Left-right onthe front row are: Mrs. Aiene Murray, Mrs. Mary I.. Tay-lor, Mrs. Pearlie M. Fuller, left of Rev. Parks, are, Mrs.
Sandy Stephens
By PHILIP W. SCHRADER
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.—(UPI)
— Former All America quar-
terback Sandy Stephens, in-jured with the Minnesota VI-
kings' Ted Dean in an autol
smashup, spent eight hours in
an operating room and remain-
* in critical condition.
Wephens and Dean were hurt
when the former Minnesota
quarterback's car crashed into
a tree. Dean, a halfback, was
in serious condition. Doctors
said he would be lost to the
Vikings for the rest of the sea- 1
S011.
\A hospital spokesman said
SANDY STEPHENS
Stephens was in the operating
room from 1 a.m. until 9 a.m.
He suffered a head injury, bro.
ken right foot and ankle, bro-
ken left forearm and internal
injuries.
Stephens, a pin-point passer
who holds four Minnesota pass-
ingrecords and was named an
All America in 1961 when he
led the Gophers into the Rose
Bowl, was cut from Montreal
of the Canadian Football
League earlier this year.
Dean, who was acqtured by
the Vikings from the Philadel-
phia Eagles this year, suffered
a dislocated right hip, multiple
lacerations and cuts, and a chip
fracture of the right leg.
The hospital spokesman said
en 
was 'alert and conscious,"
was being observed for pos-
sible signs or Interns! injuries.
Vi4ng coach Norm Van Brock-
Ito want directly-0 the hospital
when informed of the accident.
A spokesman for the Vikings
said Dean is definitely cut for
the season."
The injury-ridden Vikings,
who lost two men in pre
-season'
accidents may have to play
whole game against the Rallis
at Los Angeles next Sunday.
Dean's injury means three of
the team's five offensive run-
ning backs are on the injury
list. Tommy Mason injured his
elbow and Bill Brown suffered
badly bruised ribs in the game
with the Chicago Bears:
rtat leaves rookies Bill Mc-
Watters of North Texas State
and Tom Michel of East Caro-
lina College to carry the load.
The team spokesman said it will
be the middle of the week be-
Leora Carter, Mrs. Debella Scruggs and Mrs. AmandaScott. Second row: Roosevelt Jenkins, hubsand of the
worthy matron; Mrs. Susianna Shelton, Mrs. Shirley, H.
Bobo, Mrs Eddie Mae Thomas. Miss Elizabeth MobbleY.
and Mrs. Alice Parka, wife of the patron. The Memphis
chapter obtain a larger membership enrollment than any
other state chapter. Heading the Excelsior Grand Chap-ter is Mrs. Rosa B. Whitson of Memphis.
Alphabettes Make Final Plans
For Oct. 3 Charity Luncheon
The Alphabettes, auxiliary community where It stands
to the Alpha Phi Alpha fra- and meets a need which is
ternity, are busily making fi- becoming recognized more and
nal preparations for their an- more by educators and gov-
nua/ Champagne Luncheon ernments.
under the direction of Mrs. Alphabettes busily selling
Nell Northcross, president, and tickets for the Oct. 3 affair
Mrs. Dorothy Westbrooks, are:
luncheon chairman. Mrs. Charles Bell, Mrs. An.
Mrs. Westbrooks' committee (Jerson Bridges, Mrs. Lonnie
members for the 'event are: Briscoe, Mrs. Thomas Doggett,
Mrs. Gloria Lindsey, ticket Mrs. Walter Evans, Mrs. Wil-
chairman, and her co-chairman liam Hawkins, Mrs. A. F.
is Mrs. Mavis Doggett; head of Horne, Mrs. Onzie Horne, Mrs.
fashions, Mrs. Dorothy Evans, Joann Johnson, Mrs. Shirley
who has engaged Wesley Tan, Gunn, Mrs. H. T. Lockard,
a fashion designer of note, to Mrs. William Mardis, Mrs. Wil-
make his first appearance in lie E. Lindsey, Jr., Mrs. Wal-
the South at the Alphabettes' ter Martin.
event. Also Mrs. W. T. McDanel,
Her co-chairman is Mrs. Jo- Mrs. Logan T. Mitchell, Mrs.
ann Johnson. who will train, Edison Morrison, Mrs. Theron
the models. Mrs. Jewel Speight Northcross, Mrs. Charles Pat-
is narrator for the show, with terson, Jr., Mrs. Fred Rivers,
Mrs. Josephine Bridges, head Mrs. William Robertson, Mrs.
of decorations, and Mrs. Maria W. 0. Speight, Jr., Mrs. James
Pinkston, Mrs. Ida Robinson, Swearingen, Mrs. Charles Tar-
and Mrs. Lois Tarpley on the pley, Mrc George Watkins.
publicity committee. Mrs. Joseph Westbrooks, Mrs.
The Alphabettes are giving Harold Whalum.
the luncheon on Saturday, Mrs. Ernest L. Young, Mrs.
Oct. 3, at 12:30 P.m. in the W. H. Young, Mrs. Jethro
City Auditorium for the bene- Alexander, Mrs. G. L. Robin-
fit of the Orange Mound Day son, Mrs. Charles Pinkston,
Nursery. The Nursery is a non- Mrs. W. W. Gibson, Mrs. Aaron
profit organization comprised Powell, Mrs. Joe Young, and
of a hi-racial board. The Mrs. E. W. Reed
Orange Mound Day Nursery Those interested in pur-
was founded in 1941 and has hasing tickets may contact any
grown in stature with each of these ladies or call 948-2706
succeeding year. It serves the or 527-5633.
39 Democrats & 1 GOP
Have It Made Nov. 3
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Thirty-nine Democrats and one
Republican will he elected or
re-elected to the house without
opposition this year.
The lowest figure in y.iars, it
reflects the dwindling of one-
party areas, particularly in the
South.
The trend Is strikingly lies-
trated by the figures of the past
years.
In 1958. 89 Democrats were
running for House seats without
GOP opposition. In 1960 the
number had fallen to 76. By
1962 it had dropped to 57.
At this date, by 1968 unoopos-
ed Democrats will be few and
far between.
Republicans already are at
that point. In 1958 there was,
one GOP candidate witI-out op-
position, 1980 there were three
and In 1962, none.
The Senate also has arrived
with four each. Then come Ar-
kansas and Georgia with three
apiece.
Of the 37 Democrats In the
category this year, most are
unqualified conservatives. Sev-
eral are middle•of• the readers.
Only one, Rep. Phillip Burton,
D-Calif., is an out•and-out liber
THIS MORNING-
LA PAZ, Bolivia — The government announced
it had put down a rightist plot to overthrow the gov-
ernment and replace it with a junta under former
President Ilernan Siles Suazo. Reportedly. President
Victor Paz Estenssoro, Vice President Rene Barre-
ientos and other high government officials had been marked
for assassination. The Revolt was spearheaded by guerillas
of the Bolivian Socialist Falange. Suazo and about 80 other
rebels, including a member of congress, were under arrest,
the government said. The rebels were said to have dynamited
railroad tracks and a passenger train in the east of the country.
• • •
NICOSIA, Cyprus — Canadian United Nations r.tace-keep-ing troops who tried to remove a roadblock near Nicosia were
routed by a mob of screaming Turkish Cypriot women who as-
saulted them with a barrage of stones and sticks. The road-block, a Turkish Cypriot installation, was near the "greenline" dividing the Greek Cypriot and Turkisn Cypriot comm.
nities on the embattled island.
• • •
VALLETTA, Malta — Malta became an independent nation
ending 162 years of British rule. The day was marred by poli-tical clashes in the streets and attempts to hiss Prince Phillip
of Britain. The tiny archipelago off the tip of Sicily had beenawarded the British George Cross for valor during World WarII when its people withstood numerous bombings.
• • •
SAIGON — Montagnard Mountain tribesmen seized SouthViet Nam's government radio station in Ban Me Thing, 188miles northeast of Saigon. A government communique saidthe community remained In loyal hands and that PremierNguyen Khanh had ordered the army's II corps to retzke thestation. The approximately 200 tribesmen reportedly were ledby a former member of the National Assembly under the latePresident Ngo Dinh Diem.
• • •
POINTA-PITRE, Guadeloupe — French President CharlesDe Gaulle arrived here on the first leg of a 20,000 mile tourwhich will take him to ten South American nations. He jour-neys next to Caracas, Venezuela. Heavy security will be en-forced during the French president's 26-thy trip. Scores ofright-wing French terrorists have fled to South America inrecent years.
• • .
al. TOKYO 
The single Republican without
opposition is Rep. Silvio Conte,
an unabashed liberal from
Western Massachusetts. His
district which he has represent-
since 1959, contains an unusual
blend of the rural, the indus-
trial and the academic.
Conte not only is unopposed
by a Democrat, he holds the
Democratic nomination as well.
Besides not having to face any
Republican challenger in the
primary, enough Democrats
wrote his name in on the Demo-
cratic side of the ballot for himat that day. This year only to win that nomination too.Sen. John Stennis, 13-Miss, has In addition to Conte and Bur.no opposition. In 1958 two Sen. ton, House candidates withoutate candidates enjoyed that 
°position are:situation. In 1960 there were Alabama: Reps. George W.three and in 1962 only one. 
Andrews and Robert E. Jones,As might be expected, most
of 1964's unopposed Democrats
seeking House seats come from
the South. Florida leads the list
with six. Louisiana, Mississippi
and South Carolina are next
In Critkal Condition
fore they wil: know if Mason
and Brown will be able to play.
Terry Dillon, Vikings defen-
sive halfback, drowned in the
Clark Fork River near Missou-
la, Mont., when he fell from a
bridge under construction last
May. Another Viking defense-
man, Tom Frankhauser, suf-
fered a head injury after being
tackled in a training camp
scrimmage and was forced to
retire from professional foot-
ball.
Earlier this year, the Bears
lost two key men, halfback Wil-
lie Galimore and end John Far- du,.
rington when they were killed `,44:
in an automobile accident near TED DEAN
Family Of Six
Die During Fire
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — (UPI) — Six members of
a family died in a fire which destroyed their six-
room frame house in the Louisville suburb of Okolona.
Okolona fire chief Darwin Riddle identified the
victims as Tracy Jump; 55; his daughter-in-law, Mrs.
T,orene Jump, 30; her sons,:
Larry, 10, and Dickie, 17 mos.,
and her daughters, Pamela, 8,
and Cindy, 4.
Paul Jump, 31, father of the
children, is listed in critical
condition at General Hospital
here from burns and smoke in-
halation.
A fifth child, Paula Sue. 13,
and the children's grandmother,
Gladys Jump, 51, escaped un-
harmed.
Chief Riddle said his depart-
ment responded to an alarm at
3:39 a.m. (EST) and found the
house enveloped in flames with
the girl and grandmother stand-
ing outside,
He estimated that the house
had been burning at least 45
minutes before the alarm was
received from a resident living
shout a quarter mile away. Rid-
dle said the six victims were
all dead by the time firemen
could reach them,
The father tired to go back
in the house to save his family
but was repulsed by the flames,
the chief said.
Riddle attributed the rapid
spread of the fire to freshly.
varnished floors and strong
gusts of wind blowing through
open windows. Ile said it start-
ed on the living room couch,
probably from a burning ciga-
rette.
The chief termed the fire the
worst to occur in Okolona since
the fire district was established
there in 1943.
Know Your Negro History
in 1940, the Negro popula-
tion was 17 times as large as
it was in 1790, while the white
population was 37 times as
large as it was at the earlier
date.
Blast Phony
Negro, City
Leadership
Dear Defender:
I am a white man, and that
makes me equal to the colored
man. God made it that way. I
have a beef to make. It burns
me up when all I hear from
the colored people is all the
faults they find in Sen. Gold-
water.
Everyone has a right to an
opinion, but right here in the
city of Chicago you have a
man who has never done a
thing for the colored people.
Yet no one seems to have the
nerve to say a thing about him.
I am referring to Mayor Rich-
ard Daley.
Neither Gov. Kerner nor
Daley are too good. Daley
m 
Is
not only mayor, he is gover-
nor and police co issioner.
Everyone in a top position
must get the go-ahead sign
from Daley before they can
act.
Daley seems to be a dicta-
tor, who is mad for power.
In my opinion the Negroes
have only two leaders in Chi-
cago. They are Alderman
Chew and Alderman Leon Des
PreS. Metcalf is as phony as a
three dollar bill.
the Bear trainIng camp in
Rensselaer, Ind,
The accident occurred about
a mile from Metropolitan Sta-
dium where the Vikings lost to
the Bears in the afternoon, 34-
28.
Police said Stephens' ear went
out of control where Minuesota
36, a four-lane dividt.d highway,
narrows to two lanes. The car
plunged off the road to the
right into an embankment,
veered left across the roadway
and smashed into a tree in a
small park.
Jr.
Arkansas: Reps. E. C. Ga-
things, Oren Harris and Wilbur
Mills.
Florida: Reps. Don Fuqua,
Sam Gibbons James A. Haley
A. S. Ilerlong, Jr., D. R. Mat-
thews and Robert L. F. Sikes.
Georgia: Reps. J. Russell
Tuten and Robert G. Shephens,
Jr., and the winner of a Demo-
cratic runoff in the Second
District.
Kentucky: Rep. Frank a Stub-
blefield.
Louisiana: Reps. F. Edward
Hebert, Otto E. Passman, T.
A. Thompson and Joe D. Wag-
goner, Jr.
Maryland: Rep. Edward A.
Garmatz.
Massachusetts: Reps. Edward
P. Boland, James A Burke,
Thomas P O'Neill and Philip
J. Philbin.
Mississippi: Reps. Thomas G.
Abernathy, William H. Colmer,
Jamie L. Whitten and John Bell
Williams.
North Carolina: Reps. Robert
The Home of
'61 CADILLAC —.52695
Sedan. Light blue. pow-
er, factory air. One owner.
Extra nice.
'61 CADILLAC • .13898
Sedan DeVille. Black. Full
power, factory air. Real
nice.
'59 CADILLAC .51995
Fleetwood. Full power and
air. Jet black. Extra sharp!
'60 CADILLAC ... .52395
Sedan. Persian Sand. Full
power, factory air. Excellent
condition.,
'62 CADILLAC ....33495
Fleetwood. 2 to Choose from.
Full power and air. Excel-
lent condition.
'63 CADILLAC ....14295
Sedan. Turquoise. Full pow-
er and air. One owner. Like
new.
63 CADILLAC ....14491
Convertible, an 1 d white
with red leather Interior,
full power and factory air.
17.000 actual miles.
'56 CADILLAC ....$1295
Sedan DeAtille. Yellow, black
top, full power, factory air.
Extra clean.
'59 BUICK 11495
4-dr., hardtop, fun power
and factory air. 29,000 miles.
Like new.
'63 CADILLAC • 54495
Coupe DeVille. Solid white
blk and white Interior. Full
power. factory air, 1-owner.
Like new.
'63 'WICK $2995
Le Satire. 4-dr. hardtop.
Light green, beige interior.
Full power and factory air.
One owner. Like new.
'62 CADILLAC ... 33495
Convertible. Black with red
leather interior. New white
top, full power, factory air.
Like new,
'60 CADILLAC  12295
Convertible. Red with new
white nylon top. red leather
Interior. Full power. Real
sharp:
'61 CADILLAC  52195
Sedan net/We—Silver. Full
power and factory air. 1-
owner. Extra sharp.
SOUTHERN MOTORS, INC.
Factory-approved warranty available ONLY
from your Cadillac dealer
341 Usicia—JA 64207 or JA 7-9110
Iroalso
— Communist North %let Nam charged that Pres!.I dent Johnson had staged a "provocation" Ir. the gulf of Ton-kin to enhance his chances of re-election In November. In abroadcast by the new China News Agency, the North Vietna-mese said the "imperialists" were responsible for the incidentFriday night when American vessels fired at four unidentifedgunboats which aproached them in menacing fashion.
Six Negroes
Killed In Fla.
Car Collision
FORT PIERCE, Fla.—(UPI)
— A truck loaded with Negro
farm laborers collided with a
car and plunged into a canal,
killing 6 of the 16 passengers.
The St. LucieCounty Sheriff's
department said six others were
injured when the truck plunged
into a 14-foot deep canal. The
accident happened at an un-
marked intersection of the two
dirt roads 17 miles South of
here.
T. Ashmore, W. J. Bryan Dorn,
L. Mendel Rivers and Albat
W. Watson.
Tennessee: Reps. Robert A.
Everett and Joe L. Evins.
Virginia: Rep. Watkins M.
Abbitt. (Rep. Howard W. Smith,
while unopposed by the Repub-
lican party, was not counted be-
cause he is opposed by an inde-
penden.
Says Poverty
And Racism Go
Hand In Hand
WASHINGTON 
— (UPI) —
A Protestant church leader
says poverty and racial dis-
crimination are so closely Inter-
twined that "neither can be re-
moved without the other."
The Rev. Dr. Ray Gibbons
of New York, director of the
Council for Social Action of the
United Church of Christ, said
"There is no such thing as 'fair'
employment when large num-
bers have no employment."
He spoke at the opening ses-
sion of a three-day (-inference of
United Church Leaders from all
sections of the nation. Its pur-
pose is to mobilize the church's
resources to play a helpful role
In the war against poverty.
Know Your Negro History
From 1944 to 1946 in Chi-
cago, there were more than 48
arson bombings and other acts
of terrorism agrinst !souses
occupied by Negroes in areas
where they were not wanted.
ready, woolen
and able...
fashion basic
11.98
sl.zcs 10 to 20
and 121/2 to 221/
sheer wool beauty, per-
fect to greet Fall's chilly
days ... a simply magical
dress that takes days end
accessories in stylish stride
. . . new looking welt
seaming which shapes the
bodice with deep V flat-
tery.  . . choose black,
ruby red or royal blue.
ant
BUDGET SHOP, third floor
MAIL ORDERS! add 500 nostrum plus 4% for Tennessee
delivery ... allow 10 days for delivery.
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Tennessee State Wins Opener
From Fort Campbell, 32-26
NASHVILLE — A freshman
l and a junior college find
sparked Tennessee State uni-By BILL LITTLE1.1118111.111.1 I versity's opening 32 to 26 vie-
Melrose's title-bound express counted for Douglass' scoring. tory over Fort Campbell's
was temporarily halted by SQUEAKER FOR VISITORS eleven before 4,700 screaming
tempered-down Hamilton, but Riverside of Chattanooga, homefolks in W. J. Hale Sta-
chum last Saturday night. •the Golden Wildcats came back Tenn., a second year high
with a second-half deluge of
touchdowns to score a 30-0
victory on a sloppy Melrose
Stadium gridiron that was left
virtually a quagmire after a
continuous afternoon down-
pour. Father Bertrand kept
Washington, defending co-
champs, on the skids, with an
.
18-0 surprise. Manassas, de-
spite being heavily assessed
with penalties, chalked up its
first win on a 27-8 conquest
of Douglass.
MUD NEAR-EQUALIZER
Sensing that the muddy field
would slow down the fleet
Melrose backs, Hamilton stack-
ed up against its opponents'
running attack in the first
half to leave the field with
a moral advantage with the
game scoreless after the first
24 minutes.
Apparently words flew fast
and furious in the Melrose
dressing room as the Golden
Wildcats emerged a fired-up Holly Springs, Miss., 14-13, at
team. Melrose scored three Mitchell when William Partee
personally acounted for the
final seven points late in the
game.
COLLEGE SEASON OPENS
Tennessee A&I won its (34 the game. curacy of his passing as he
opener as the Tigers, led by It took more than four min- drove 55 yards in nine plays
Memphian Howard Finley, utes to clear the field for play hitting Johnny Robinson from
outscored Ft. Campbell. Va- and started the season on the the 11-yard stripe for the
net t• Johnson's Arkansas 
.
same note of the final game last game's final score. In the
season, when at the homecem- march, Dickey hit four of six
;nit a fight broke out in the and threaded a needle to Rob-
final minutes • of the game. inson for the score.
Stretching their win string 'Our line did a good job
to five, the Merrittmen scored against Fort Campbell," Coach
In the first quarter on a Dick- Merritt praised. "They have a
ey-to-Walker pass. Sophmore very fine ball club. We were
fullback Gene Bowen added hurting in the scond half be-
quick third-quarter touch-
downs and added two fourth-
period tallies to thwart Ham-
ilton's upset efforts.
Bobby Smith led the second-
f surge, scoring on an 18-
yard pass from Henry Bridge-
forth, and later going the dis-
tance from 65 yards away
By EARL S. CLANTON III another talley on an 8-yard
plunge in the second period to
give the Big Blues a 16-0 ad-
vantage.
TIGER ERROR
The Screaming Eagles scored
with six seconds remaining in
the half when Elmo Birdon re-
covered a fumble after an in-
school, showed a pair of fine Neophyte quarterback Eld_ terception in Tennessee State's
running backs in Slyvester ridge Dickey, a needle thread_ end zone.
Ray and Bill Lanier, who ing righthander, tossed three Opening the third stanza,
scored one touchdown each to touchdown aerials and two ex- The Eagles recovered a Tiger
help the visitors edge Lester tra point flips to pull the Big miscue on Tennessee's 47 and
14-13. Blues through from a come- scored on Art Lewis' 8-yard
Lester missed tying the from-behind opener. pass to Birdon with 6:42 re-
game when a conversion ef- Coahoma (Clarksdale, Miss.) maining in the period making
fort failed after Fred Alex. Junior college-prepped flank- the score 16 to 12 Tennessee.
ander went off-tackle for 29 erback Willie Walker snagged Trailing by three points on
yards to bring the Lions with- two paydirt Dickey offerings, the kick-off, Fort Campbell
in a point. It was Stan Paine's Walker's second touchdown forced Howard Findlay, Tiger
two extra points that proved scamper completed a 71-yard quarterback, to fumble from
decisive. The second coming pass play that uncovered Dick- 65his own eight-yard stripe and , 35
in the third quarter on the ey's strong and accurate arm. Bruce Hiem recovered the pig-
heals of a beautiful 62-yard With 4:18 left in the third skin in paydirt for a 19 to 16 CAMPBELL
TD run by Lanier, stanza and trailing 16 to 19, lead over the Merrittmen. 9
Lester took an early lead newcomer Dickey, standing on Two plays later, freshman 8783when a fumble recovered in- his own 29, hefted a bomb to thrower Dickey hit Walker
side • the five was culminated Walker, who grabbed the ball with the 71-yard scoring pass 150
with a fourth-down, one-foot on Fort Campbell's 26 and and a 24 to 19 lead. 11
plunge by Sylvester Hayslett, raced to the end zone. DRIVE 55-YARDS
Hayslett passed to Dallas,FIGHT ERUPTS Midway the fourth quarter.
Bradford for the point. Scoring in every quarter, the servicemen drove 48 yards
Mitchell Road. Lester's foe,Coach John A. Merritt'S-Big in 12 plays to take 26 to 24
Saturday night at Melrose ,Blues spoiled an otherwise per- lead again as quarterback
Stadium, nipped Sims High of 'feet opening with a general Lewis fired a 14-yard touch-
donnybrook that erupted with down pass to end August Ho-
lm than two minutes showing cevar with 8:08 left in the
on the clock and resulted in game.
Tiger end Maurice McDonald Saved by a pass interference
and Fort Campbell guard call after an inteception, Dick-
George Howe being tossed out ey uncorked the pin-point ac-
A&M Lions had some anxiouswith an intercepted pass,
moments before downin13ridgeforth threw for his sec- g
scrappy Mississippi Valleyond score on a 35-yard strike
to Willie DIson. State College, 12-6. MVSC isformerly Mississippi Vocation-
Leroy Moton and Don Wil- al College. The Delta Devilsburn scored on runs of 16 and are coached by Memphian28 yards respectively. Doug Porter.BOLTS PLUG GAP Southern, another top squad
After failing to score in its mentored by a Bluff Citian,
opening loss. to Lester, Coach edged Texas Southern 7-6. The
W. P. Porter of Bertrand was 
,Jaguar Cats are led by Bobfaced with what to do about 
"Roundhead" Lee.
two positions. Experimenting Prairie View won in a romp
with James Elmo at quarter- over Jackson State, 36-13. The
back, left a gap at fullback. Panthers are the defendingWith two weeks to come up champs in the Southwest Con-
with a solution to the prob- ference. Lane caught it onlem, the veteran Porter came
up with the answer by shift- 
the nose from Bethune-Cook-
man, 48-22.
ing big tackle Lewis Watkins Sidney Williams of the ,
to fullback and keeping Elmo Cleveland Browns and Jerry
as the signal caller. Watkins
scored the first touchdown
lite in the second quarter bytilling his way over from theive. A 25-yard pass from
freshman reserve quarterback led Stoval on a kickoff returnClarence Jones to halfback
James Hall set up the score.
Hall gave Bertrand a 12-0
lead with a 46-yard sprint for
a six-pointer in the third away.
quarter. The latter score took 
all of the sap out of the War-
riors who lust couldn't seem Brown Endorses
to get on the beam.
Robert Stephens closed out 
Muslim Viewsthe scoring for Bertrand with
a three-yard slant in the fourth
quarter. SO What?TIGERS! HOLD EDGE
Manassas held the edge in Jimmy Brown, the National
Football League's perennialstatistics and the Tigers got
,rushing leader, took a bold stet,their share of penalties, too, in the direction of mass criti•Manassas struck early in the
third quarter to lengthen its
13-8 lead and for all practical
purposes that margin proved
insurmountable to the losing Brown, who holds the Nation-
led Devils. al Football League's all-time
Will Trigg had a good night rushing record made the state-
at quarterback, passing 47 merit on NBC yesterday.
yards to Houston Chaffin and, Although not a member of
70 yards to Ray Webb for the Muslim sect. Browns state-
touchdowns and going over ment might well place him in
twice himself, the position of heavyweight SUMMER AVE CAR WASH "A safety and the recovery boxing champion Cassius Ali) •
of a blocked punt in the end Clay who for the past six II 3100 Summer at Baltic
/one by Leroy Thomas ac-months has been a member. RI••1111••111••111•1111111111•RMINN•••8111•111111a
Stovall of the Chicago Cardi-
nals played in the same town,
Baton Rouge, La., but never
came face to face until last
Sunday when Williams tack-
in Cleveland. Williams was a
star end last year for South-
ern. Stovall attended LSU
Which is just a few miles
CAREER
OPENING 20 new offices in Tenn., need 20 men
over 21 with car for management positions to
those who qualify. We offer salary, overwrite,
renewals, comissions and expense accounts.
Send resume including phone number to:
Mr. R. L. Cheatham,
P. 0. Box 3214, Nashville, Tenn.
1962 CHRY. CROWN 
Imperial Fully Equipe. Including
Air Cond. Only 27,000 Actual Miles
Prestige Car—Medium Car Price
O n l y '2895"
CHUCK HUTTON CO.
1170 UNION 276-4418
Sae Mr. Troy McRa•
dpuseme••••••wwwiumweemewww
cism when he announced that
he endorsed the view of the 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC •
Black Muslims.
:1 CAR WASH $
8 P.M. I
•
Monday 
•
Oyu •
Friday 
•
Set. er UHL 51 25
Sat. Open S km. to 6 P.M.
Sun. Open S AM. te 2 P.M.
$2895°'
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SOUTHLAND GREYHOUND PARK
C. J. UPTON
PRESIDENT
ADMISSION
25c
BERNARD RILEY
GEN. MANAGER
QUiNIEL.A5--
DAIL Y DOUBLE 
EVERY RACE
1st & 2nd RACE
- *W. •
'41°4411°.?
ACRES
OF FREE
PARKING
POST TIME 8:00 P.M.
RACING THRU
te•
MATINEE
EVERY SAT,
1:30 P.M.
OCT.20
SORRY 1\1*
MINORS
- NIGHTLY EXCEPT
SUNDAY 5 MIN. FF\RMITIPP'DOWNTOW
MEMP
cause Campbell controlled the
ball. It was a good thing Dick-
ey got hot."
STATISTICS
First Downs
Yards Rushing
Yards passing
Net Gained
Passes Attempted
Passes Completed
Interceptions
Yards Penalized
Punting Average
TSU
12
43
163
206
ig
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Carver And Melrose
Tops In Prep League
Melrose and Carver, picked for the ambitious 'Bolts and
as the class of the league after
three weeks of season play,
are just one game away from
their big showdown meeting
next Friday night at Melrose
Stadium. This week both con-
tenders are expected to post
victories but may be extended
to do so. swings back into action against
Manassas Thursday. Bob "Ra-
zorback" Jones, who threw 34
times against Washington, is
expected to continue to spice
the Carver offense with his ac-
curate passing. Fans could
witness a real wide open for
Manassas has no inhibitions
about firing passes. Both teams
are blessed with good receiv-
ers. Carver has two of the
leagues top hacks in Raymond
Jones and John Jackson. The
Tigers have shown their finest
rushing on the option play with
Wednesday night Melrose
was to go after win number
three from Father Bertrand, a
team given a shot in the arm
after a victory over Washing-
ton last week.
The Thunderbolts would like
nothing better than to knock
of the second half of the
league's co-champs. However,
the Golden Wildcats figure to
have too much offensive power
6
2
116
4/43
Score By Quarters
TSU 8-8-8-8
Campbell 0-8-13-7
NEW BOOK
"Love is Greater Than Color." Perhaps you know the
author, a Memphis eat. She is a groduat• of Melros•
High School and now lives in California. Read this
striking, exciting story. It will touch your heart and
keep you in suspense throughout the entire book. Her
parents, Mr. and Mrs, Linnie Eosley, still reside in
Memphis. Author Louis• Easley. Price: $3.50. Order
today. Send money order or check. Write to Roberto
Peters, P.O. Box 271, La Canada, Calif. Allow 4 to 5
weeks for delivery. Sorry, no COD's.
HOOVER'S TEXGAS
SERVICE STATION
HOOVER'S TOMS SERVICE STATION AND TIRE SHOP
SALES LAST
FRI. Thru SUN.
Guaranteed
Recaps
670-15 $7.95
710-15 7.95
760-15 8.45
800-15 8.95
750-14 7.45
800-14 7.95
850-14 7.95
PLUS RECAPPABLE TIRE
Also have a few Mud 8. Snow Tires
just '1" More
2953 S. THIRD 393=9278
backs Lewis Watkins and
James Hall can expect the Mel-
rose line to be less porous
than the Washington forward
wall.
COBRAS FACE TIGERS
Carver, after an open date,
Wil Trigg directing the team.
In other games Washington
and Douglass meet to decide
who will occupy the cellar. The
Red Devils are at their beat
against the Warriors when
Washington is heavily favored.
The game is closer to being a
toss-up than in quite a spell,
thus a Washington victory is
more probable.
STANDINGS
W. L. Pct.
Melrose 2 0 1.000
Lester 2 0 1.000
Carver 3 0 1.000
Bertrand 1 1 .500
Manassas 1 1 
.500
Hamilton 1 2 .333
Douglass 0 2 .000
Washington 0 2 .000
LEADING SCORERS
td ep tt'l.
Smith, Melrose 2 1 13
Wilburn, Melrose 2 0 12
Dawson, Melrose 2 0 12
Terry, Hamilton 2 0 12
Jones, Ray Carver 1 2 8
Hayslett, Lester 1 1 7
Amel USED CARS
FROM
HULL DOBBS
1961
1963
1961
1961
1961
1961
FORD 2 D. Sedan, R.H. 6 CO, St.
Trans. Steal Buy 
XL 2 Dr., H.T., Fully Equipp, Power
and Air Cond 
BUICK Convt, Like New . . .
BUICK I D. Sedan
R. H., &own, V•8
BONNEVILLE Cons' 
Fully Equipp 
FORD Cry Sedan 9 Pass, Fully
Equipped Power & Air 
1957 FORD Con vt R. H. &WornNew Top & Tires 
1958
 
CADILLAC I Dr., Fully
Equipped 
1958 FORD 4 Dr. SedanR. H., 6 Cy I 
1958 LIF..tc,4,,,°,LqN.,: Di.,pT,Poweri "
$ 695
s 2395
s 2195
s 1395
s 2295
S 1895
s 695
s 695
S 295$495
Financing No Problem, We Own Our
Finance Company
THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE JA 6-8871
OPEN NITES
1961 OLDS.
Super 88, 4 Dr., H.T.
Fully Equipped Air Conditioned
Low Miles, One Owner
$1895
CHUCK HUTTON CO.
1170 Union 276-4418
See Mr. Dick Tracey
—
Just born...and just like daddy
Meet a chip off the old block — Gilbey's "Li'l Frosty."
The newest and smartest half-pint bottle in the business
Just like me, he holds world-famous Gilbey's Gin...
the mild, dry gin that never lets you down. "Li'l Frosty'
is the kind of bottle you'll want to invite to your table.
Do it next time and see how he cheers up your circle.
GRIDS
DISTILAID ORO°. WOW
GIN
weeellOw
Ask for me,9Li 1 Frosty" •
new 1/2-pint bottle
of Gilbey's Gin.
• • iNTERSTATE 55 WEST MEMPHIS ARKANSAS
Big 0-10th & 11th Races
4,
MOM. OF U.S A. • DISTILIED LONDON Des CA • DO PROOF • IDO% 60415 5151541 SPRWS • W 4A 611IFY LTD • DISTRIBUTE° BY NATIONII DIRTII t FRC ronnirye meonto tow wise ray
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Tennessean Is
On 'Ten Most'
List Of FBI
Convicted bank robber and
daring prison escapee, William
Hutton Coble is one of the FBI's
"Ten Most Wanted Fugitives."
He is sought as an escaped
Federal prisoner.
Coble slipped out of the Met-
ropolitan jai/, in Nashville, on
May 15, of this year, after being
sentenced in Federal court to
17-years for robbing an Ard-
more, Tenn., bank of $34,623.
He was awaiting return to the
U.S. Penitentiary in Atlanta,
Ga., where he was already
serving a I5-year term for
robbing a Frankewing, Tenn.,
bank of $4383. Both bank
robberies were at gunpoint.
Classified as a habitual
criminal, Coble has spent most
of his adult life in confinement
and has been convicted, in
addition to two bank robber-
ies, of forgery, interstate trans-
portation of a stolen automobile,
housebreaking and larceny and
larceny from a person.
Coble, white, was born in
Pulaski, Tenn., May 8, 1923.
He is 510" to 511" tall, weighs
165 to 178 pounds, has a med-
ium build, ruddy complexion,
brown eyes and brown hair.
He has worked as a baker,
loom repairman, machinist,
service station attendant, truck
driver and waiter. He reported-
ly sPeakes softly, dresses neat-
ly, associates with prostitutes,
travels by private car and pa-
tronizes better hotels and mo-
tels.
W. H. COBLE
• Know Your Negro History
The number of Negro jour-
nals in America rose from
about 10 in 1870 to 154 in 1890.
There were 155 Negro news-
papers in 1945.
In 1945 Negro newspapers in
the U. S. had a combined cir-
culation of 1.809,060.
CIVIC
Two young women were awarded scholarships to Owen
College recently by the 50th Ward Civic club, and here the
two are shown accepting checks from John Coleman, cen-
ter, club president. Seated from left are W. L. Lay, guest
speaker; Miss Hilda Holeman, scholarship recipient;
Coleman, Miss Beverly Williams, second recipient; E. L
Young, a past president of the club, and Mrs. Georgia
CLUB SCHOLARSHIPS
order, are
Mrs. A. Gaskins, second vice president; and chairman of
the Committee on Education; Mrs. Holeman, mother of
one of the students; Mrs. Bowman, Mrs. Williams, Mrs. L.
Hill and Mrs. Baker. The scholarship winners are active
members of the Junior 50th Ward Civic club. (Withers
Photo).
McNeal, first vice president. Standing, same
2 Bombings Set Off Angry Miss. Negroes
UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
Two dynamite bombs set off in Negro sections
of McComb, Miss., sent angry crowds of Negroes in-
to the streets.
'The enraged Negroes hurled rocks and bottles at
police investigating the bombings and chief George
Guy called for reinforcements.
He ordered his men out of the!at least nine indictments in con-
area until the reinforcements nection with the slayings which
rrived. occurred at Philadelphia, Miss.,
Gay estimated that as many June 21.
as 4,000 Negroes poured from 1
their homes shortly after tie -scheduled to testify. Sheriff Negro section on the North
first blast was touched off at
10:50 p.m. (CST).
Lawrence Rainey of Neshoba
(Philadelphia) County was to be
the first witness.
The three workers - Andy
Goodman and Michael Schwer-
ner of New York and James
Chaney of Meridian-were last
seen when they were released
from Rainey's jail where they
had been held on a traffic vio-
lation.
The first blast at McComb
occurred at the home of Mrs.
Aleyaenne Quinn, situated in a
The crowd milled around for Phillies To Put Series
about two hours and the situa-
Tickets On Sale Sept. 23tion apparently quieted down.One bomb seriously damagedthe home of a civil rights,
worker and slightly injured! PHILADELPHIA - World than two sets.
three children. The other caused Series ticket applications will! The sets will consist of eitherheavy damage at a Negro be accepted by the Philadelphia! games one and seven, or games
church. Phillies starting Sept. 23. two and six. Thus, a fan can
Elsewhere in Mississippi, a The National League leaders purchase a maximum of twofederal grand jut'; at Biloxi said that because of the limited tickets each for the second andbegins an investigation into the seating capacity (33,608) of sixth games. The sets will be
slaying of three civil rights Connie Mack Stadium the sale
workers. of tickets will be limited to
Reliable sources report that setsof two tickets each, withthe government plans to seek no one allowed to buy more
VOTE FOR
The people's choice, Old Crow. Look at the record:
129 years of outstanding service. Elected modern
America's Number One bourbon by a landslide.
Famous for fine character & taste-smooth taste.
Slogan: A vote for Old Crow is a vote for honest
pleasure! So vote for...
Me
CROW
The greatest name in bourbon
CINTI1C11 STIAICNT mum 11/111ftEt lISt 91 HUM. 111111.1.11 00 11111011 Illf FAMOtIS 03 DOM 1111111ftli CO, 1111111111, no,
allotted at the discretion of the
Phillies.
The first two games will be!
played in the National League
city, Oct. 7-8.
NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems '
With a Small, low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Appicot,
Cash YOJ Mo.
Get Payments
500.00 S 12.90
$1,000.00 S 23.70
51,500.00 S 34.50
$2,000.00 $ 45.50
52,500.00 S 56.20
55,000,00 S110.82
Be Wise! Choose
State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
''It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank' ,
side of McComb. A half-hour
later, another bomb ripped the
Society Hill Baptist Church, a
structure on the sotuhside of
town which had been used for
Negro voter registration class-
es.
Mrs. Quinn had been active
in civil rights activity in Mc-
Comb since 1961.
MRS. V. Pal,
TSD's Want Ads
Convert Goods To
Cash In A Flash
Got a home you want to sell,
an apartment you want to rent,
or a car for sale? Do you need
a job?
The Tri-State Defender can
put the buyer in your lap in
almost nothing flat.
It matters not what you want.
to sell, the Tri-State Defender'
can help you convert the per
ehandise into cold, green cash.
For a special time, the Tr -1
State Defenner is offering a
service to persons who want to
sell goods or services through
want ads.
The minimum price is SO
cents for two lines a week.
Take advantage of the TSB's
reduced rates by calling Mrs.
Velma Hal at 526-8307 or $74-
.8398.
HELP WANTED
WOMEN
With National T.V. Advertising. Need intelli-
gent Career Women. Age 28-50. Experience in
Direct Sales Field (Housewares, Cosmetics,
Books). Capable of training and supervising
others. Earn.while you learn our business. If
successful we guarantee $600.00 per month for
first year. For interview write P. O. Box 311
in confidence, Tri-State Defender.
New Subscription Order
Kindly send me the Tri-State '
Defender to address below
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
I TO
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
 1
I Street Addraiss 
City 
Zeno Mos 
Stai• 
Moving Too Fast
Says N. Y. Times Poll
NEW YORK - (UPI) - The New York Times re-
ported that a majority of white New Yorkers ques-
tioned in an opinion poll believe the Negro movement
is moving too rapidly.
The Times said many of'
those questioned had become amer group.
opposed to Negro aims in the Asked about recent changeslast few months. However, the in their feelings toward Negrosamplings indicated most of aims, 63
habits. 
cent more strongly favoredThe Times said Its reporters'
those who had changed their...pretty
plan to change their voting
attitudes about Negroes did not
posed to Negro goals, six per
cent said they were more Op
much the same," 27 per
per cent said they felt
them and four per cent did notposed 74 questions to a sample reply.group of 199 persons, statistical-
ly selected to represent a cross• s aBidy tahnedy large,wdthevorteespofonrde thents
section of the ,ppulation. A MM. presidential candidate of theber of the quest:ons were de- same
arty they voted for insigned to reveal the extent of 1960. Sixty per cent said theythe "White Backlash" to the would vote for President John-civil rights movement.
son. Fifty-seven per cent saidThe key questions on back-they had voted for Presidentlash were on the speed at which Kennedy.
the Negro movement was pro- Seventeen per cent claimedgressing, whether there was any to have voted for Richard Nix.
recent change in attitude in re-what ownouladndvoit8e 
for 
theentpresaseidnttbReeygard to Negro aims and 
.
effect it would have on voting. publican candidatae, Sen. Bar-
The Times said 54 per cent ry Goldwataer.
of the respondents said the civil Asked to indicate approval or
fast, 23 per cent said it was disapproval of a !.st of Negro
rights movement was going too leaders, the l'ePlics ranged from
proceeding at the right pace, 12 52 per cent approving of Martin
per cent favored more speed Luther King and 33 per cent
and 11 Per cent were uncertain. approving Roy Wilkins to 60 per
Twenty-six per cent of per' cent voting disapproval of mili-
sons in the 21 to 29 age bracket
tent Black Nationalist Malcolmadvocated more speed, but the
percentage fell among older per-
sons progressively until ft was
Don't Cut Corns.
Calluses, Warts
Use New Magic Rub Off
Thousands of eufferers from laming cores.
odium, common warn, report otonishille
result. with an amazing new rub rd that
works painlessly a, safely without dangetcd
Infection from tuning, acids, or abusive*.
Secret ia a wonder•working medicated
creme called DERMA-SOFT that we've's%
and 'swelling while it softens and dissolve*
those tormenting lord to MOOTS growths,*
Ole dead tosue nibs off leaving skin potent
k silky smooth. So don't sutler needkeily.
Gm DERMA-SOFT today at all stragaissi.
X and a similar percentage die!
approving of controversial Har-
lem cangressman Adam Clayton
Powell.
Sixty-six per cent voted that
the employment section of the
1964 Civil Rights Act was a
"good thing." Twenty-scven per
cent said it was bad and 7 per
cent said they were not sure.
Asked whether they would be
,uncomfortable about having a
number of Negroes living near
them, 40 per cent said yes, 40
per cent said no and the re-
. maining 20 voted yes "if they
were nice."
Eighty Per cent voted disap-
proval of the controversial beard
of education Om to improve
classroom racial balance litt,
'"pairing" nearby Negro atilt
,white schools.
FOR SALE
Jeeps $64.50, boats $6.18,
typewriters $4.15, airplanes
$72.20, autos, farm tractors,
and many others too numer-
ous to mention. Direct from
U.S. Government. For com-
plete directory where to buy
in your state, send $1.00 or
$1.75 for national directory to
BLAKETAG SURPLUS
P.O. Box 223, Memphis,
Tenn., 38101.
HOEHN TRUCK CENTER
SPECIALS
1955 FORD Pickup 1/2 Ton
1957 CHEV. Pickup 1/2
 
Ton
 
 $295
$795
MANY MORE TO CHOOSE FROM
Union at Lauderdale JA 7-7541
Classified
 A
Instructions
Now Too Cms Master
8111/RT HAN U
Is 10 Days
VP, 7043 cannot fan to learn
shorthand the tgokkrite on, It
doesn't matter if 'wise tried
other systems before and gives
op. This kl1U•K-Tillt Coarse
guarantees yoe'll Mara op to 120
words-per-minute •f Untekrite
Shorthand lo 111 days. Ask about
other rouses. Free catalog. 1.5 rite
or phone 272-22'40.
Lhl I LI) 1 RA 1 NINO SERVILE
P.O. Boa 113dg
MemPbM, Tenn, 1.1•04. T. D.
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY
Rent A
NEW HAMMOND PIANO
with free lessons.
HAMMOND ORGAN
STUD/OS
Ph. 682-1653 or 272-1691
S • • •
Help Wanted
AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
Salesmen and saleswomen
wanted to sell retail advertis-
  ing in the Memphis maiket.
We pay 25 per cent and 90
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street'
Memphis, Tenn.
Help Wanted
International
Harvester Co.
Memphis, Tenn,
Needs:
PLANT EQUIPMENT
DESIGNER
college graduate with drafting
& factory ebuipment experience
DESIGN ENGINEER
PRODUCT
college graduate with farming
background.
ENGINEERING
DRAFTSMAN
high school plus additional
technical school or college
drafting courses.
METALLURGY
LABORATORY ASS'T.
high school or some college
level courses in chemistry or
nietaliuTrESNS OGRAPHER FOR SALE: Jeeps $64.50. boats s5.15.
$ $ $ $ $
CALL ME
If you have • lob, 21 years of age orover, need a good used ET! -151' truck,I can finance you, put money In yourpocket. Call regardless of past mis-fortunes. All applications quick k con-
fidential. A ak for FREE credit check CALLand rlde the same day. 175 cars to 0
choose from.
Call and ask for no one but .Z. EVERS
GENE VVILDAR FOR FREE ESTIMATESDay JA 7-4471 Hobo Oleo. CoNit, 623-1411 370 Union Ave. PH. FA 7-6033
ssssss
CAREER
OPENING 20 new offices in Tenn
need 20 men over 21 with car, for
management poait ions to those whoqualify. We otter salary, overwrite,
renewal., commission, and expense ac-
count. Bend resume including phone
number to:
Mr. R. L. Cheatham, P. 0. Roe 3214,Nashville. Tenn.
Houses For Sale
OWN YOUR OWN HOME IN BEAU-
tiful Lakewood Garden. No money
down. Low rates. Call Mahone ro Pen-
ny Realty Company. 357-1143. 358-
1143 or 357-2775.
For Sale Misc.
HUDSON
BARBEE CO.
Import - Export
Air-Ocean
and
Surface Freight
510 HORNLAKE ROAD.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
398-1068
PEST
EXTERMINATING CO:
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND /FLOOR
STER1CK BUILDING
wines 10.51 11•1 YOU
OCT
SERVICE
CLERK - MALE ONLY 1.Y.r..7",..7., mcii1;,.....z.n,sam Buy Bondsmust have stenographic too nurnernua to mention. Direct trots
experience and pass dictation
test at iso wpm.
MAIDS - N 1'. - to 565 wit. Tickets aent
Jobe waiting M&M Agcy. 210 Post
Ave. Westbury. N.Y.
BARBEE LAKE
Fish All Day for 50e
Horse Back Riding
$1.50 an hour - 20 min. 50c
Horse Bar'; Riding In The
Ring for Children - 10c
Miniature Golf Course
18 Holes - 10c
Picnic Grounds With
Recording Music
$10.01 and up
Hudson and Hilda Bsrbee
Owners and Managers
1108 Horn Lake Road
308-1068
PRINTERS WANTED
(Male and Female)
Linotype operators, proof-
readers and floormen. only ex-
perienced personnel slue& ap-
ply, Write, Personnel Dept. e.e,
Chicar Defender, 2400 S.
Michiga.. Ave., Chicago 60616,
Illinois.
FEMALE HELP WANTEDAttractive, intelligent. Alert rePremi,Wive fat Chicago agency, 17 NoMete Bt., guile 1320, Chicago 2, Ill
U.S. Government. For complete direct-
ory where to buy In your state. send11.00. tr. 31.75 for national directory
to Blaketag gunflint. P.O. Box 223.
Memphis, Tenn., 38101.
THAN'S
LOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 II 171 SEAL STREET JA 6-5300
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
162-164-1511 IlEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL IA 6-1450
•
